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Calloway Enrollment At
Record High This Year
A record 2,958 students have been
enrolled in the Calloway County School
System so far this year, according to
Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent of the
system.
The enrollment represents an
increase of 115 over the same time last
year. The 115, however, includes 80
students in the kindergarten program,
which is in its first year of operation.
Calloway County High School has an
enrollment of 954, which is an increase
of about 30 students over last year at
this time. East Elementary nas an
enrollment of 714 students. North
Elementary has an enrollment of 694,
and Southwest Elementary has an
-enrollment this fall of 509 students.
There are seven homebound students.
Dr. Rose said this morning that
students are still enrolling in the
system, and he expects the final
enrollment to be near 3,000 students.
Dr. Rose noted that many students will
register around Labor Day, and
expects an additional 30-40 students to
be added in the next few days.
Locally-Produced Show
To Be Aired On Sunday
A locally produced television
program entitled -Drugs: A
Community Issue" will be aired this
Sunday, August 28, on WPSD-TV,
channel 6. The hour-long program will
begin at 12:30 p.m.
The program, co-sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway County Council on
Drug Education and the Murray-
Calloway County Alcohol Council, was
funded by an $1,857 grant from the
Kentucky Humanities Council.
The program will be repeated locally
on MSU-TV (cable channel 11) on Sept.
15 and it will be broadcast over the
Kentucky Educational Television
network (channel 21-cable channel 9
City Of Hazel To
Receive Road Grant
State Transportation Secretary
Calvin Grayson has announced that the
city of Hazel will receive $2,164 4to
support its 1977-78 municipal road
improvements program, which began
July 1.
According to Grayson, the city will
use the money to provide for blacktop
resurfacing on Center Street from the L




The day-care class at the Murray-
Calloway County Comprehensive Care
Center is still accepting applications for
enrollment according to a center
spokesman.
The pre-school class, ages 3 to 6,
attend from 9 a.m.-12 noon *each
Weekday under the supervision of a
director and an aid. A speech and
hearing pathologist and a recreation
therapist also serves once weekly as
staff. Transportation is provided.
The program serves children with
mental and-or physical handicaps and
delay in social, language or visual
motor skills.
The children are worked with both
individually and in a group-classroom
situation. Each child is allowed to
progress at his or her own
developmental rate. There is also a
time included in each day for free play
to stimulate a clW's imagination and
creativeness. )
For more information or to enroll
your child, please call the Murray-
Calloway County Comprehensive Care
Center at 753-6622. Students will be
accepted on a first come-first served
basis.
•
locally) on Oct. 1 at 3 p.m.
Fred Neff, chairman of the drug
education council and producer of the
program, said that the Sept. 15 airing
will include, in addition to the 60-minute
panel discussion, 45 minutes of
audience participation.
Neff served as moderator on the
program which was produced in the
MSU-TV studios with Alan Stout, a
university student, serving as director.
Panel members include Dr. Stephen
Glenn, director of the National Drug
Abuse Center in Washington, D. C.
representing the educational-medical
viewpoint; • State Sen. Richard
Weisenberger of- Mayfield,
representing the criniinal Justice
viewpoint; and Dr. Terry Foreman,
assistant professor and coordinator of
religious studies in the College of
Humanistic Studies at MSU, giving the
effect of drug abuse on society.
Bill F.'orter is chairman of the local
council on alcoholism.
Gospel Sing To Be
Held Next Month
An all night gospel sing will be held at
the Jeffrey gymnasium at the Calloway
County High School, College Farm
Road, Murray, on Saturday, September
17, starting at 8:00 p.m. This event will
be sponsored by Lodge No. 23 of the
Fraternal Order of the Police.
Featured on the program will be the
Uinsons, the Florida Boys, and the
Dixie Echoes.
Tickets will be $4.00 in advance, $4.50
at the door, and children under 16 will
be charged $2.00 each. Tickets may be
obtained by calling 759-1382 or 759-1381
or Sgt. Dan Kelley at 7534487, or Kay
Taylor at 436-5657.
PARKING LOT UPGRADED—Charles McKenney (foreground), foreman of the CETA crew employed by Judge Robert 0.
Miller is pictured above along with other members of his crew and employes of the Murray Electric System as they are
building the new concrete parking lot at the electric system office. The CETA crew is being used in this construction effort
to minimize labor costs for the public utaity upgrading plans.
Photo by Jennie B. Gordon
State Revenue Officials Are
'Optimistic About Outlook
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Despite a
fluctuating first month in the new fiscal
year, state revenue officials are
optimistic about the outlook for the next
11 months.
Commissioner Maurice Carpenter
said Wednesday there seems no reason
to change the projectionfor the General
Fund, which finances most state
government services and operations.
' He said that, despite wildcat coal
strikes in Eastern Kentucky, since the
, end of June, there ha 's been go
discernible impact on coal severana)
tax collections.
He said the state's road fund, which
has been anemic for years, is estimated
to yield $30 million more this fiscal
year than originally projected.
The Finance and Revenue
departments released Wednesday
receipts for the first month of the new
fiscal year, and there were sharp
differences with July 1976.
But Carpenter said practically all
contrasts are due to
technicalities—such as late
processing—and do not constitute any
trend.
He said the state is sticking with its
*forecast that 11.323 billion will be
collected by next June 30 for the
General Fund.
He said the same holds true for the
projected $115 million in revenue from
the coal severance tax, despite a shaky
labor picture.
"We know we have a little problem if
the current walkout isn't settled soon,
but we have seen no evidence it is
hurting us yet," Carpenter said.
His guess was that coal operators
have been stockpiling plenty of
coal—and paying taxes as they ship it
out.
Actually, Carpenter said, regulations
call for payment in the month the coal
is extracted.
"Probably a number of operators
don't pay until they weigh the coal and
don't weigh until they ship," he said.
"That means a little time lag."
Weisenberger Is Appointed To
Co-Chair Panel On Insurance
FRANKFORT, KY — State Sen.
Richard Weisenberger (D-Mayfield)
hiibeen named by Gov. Julian Carroll
as co-chairman of an 18-member panel
to study the problem of product liability
insurance premiums in Kentucky.
The commission, under the
chairmanship of Weisenberger and
Rep. Allene Craddock (D-
Elizabethtown), is being asked to have
possible remedial legislation ready for
consideration by the 1978 General
Assembly.
In accepting the appointment,
inside today 
One Section — 16 Pages
The Murray-Calloway Community Theatre is currently
in the midst of its first organized membership campaign.
To find out more about what the community theatre is and
does, turn to the full-page photo feature on Page 8.
You've probably seen two clean-cut young men riding
around town .on bicycles recently. M. C. Garrott has, too,
and they are the subject of today's "Garrott's Galley" on
the Opinion Page, page 5.
sunny and mild
Sunny and mild today with ,highs
in the low to mid 80s. Fair and
mild tonight. Lows in the mid to
upper 60s. Partly cloudy and a
little warmer Friday with a
chance of thundershowers in the
afternoon. Highs in the mid to
upper 80s. Chances of






Dear Abby , 6'
Deaths & Funerals 16
Garrott's Galley 5
Horoscope 7
Let's Stay Well 3
Local Scene 2,3,4
Opinion Page • 5
Sports 9,10;11,12
Weisenberger said, "I am honored that
Gov. Carroll has placed his confidence
in me to co-chair the committee.
Soaring product liability rates in recent
years have posed a serious threat to all
Kentucky industries and inevitably
those costs are passed onto the
consumer in the form of higher prices."
Formation of the panel was
announced at the 25th annual State Fair
luncheon meeting of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce.
Carroll was scheduled to appear on
the program, but Commerce
Commissioner Terry McBrayer filled
in when the governor was called to
Washington for a briefing on the
Panama Canal treaty agreement.
In Carroll's remarks to the business
group, read by McBrayer, the governor
said establishing the panel to look into
soaring product-liability rates is part of
"our obligation to keep private industry
in Kentucky growing and prospering.--
'This kind of approach has been
successful in dealing with other
problems; such as workmen's
compensation, medical malpractice
insurance and coal-mine safety,' he
said.
Recommendations of the pane]. a
broadly based group representing st3te
government, business, labor, insur in
and consumer organizations, will :-)e
advisory only, and Carroll can submit
any or none of the proposals to the
upcoming session of the legislature
In his remarks, the governor sa' he
knows of no company that has rilovA
out of Kentucky or gone out of bw•-.tss
in the state because of problein:,
product-liability insurance.
"But I am aware of some firm,
feel they are close to' the brch..irig
point," the g ernor said.
Carr oil sal that in some ca•• :n
Kentucky product-liability insuj
premiums have "rocketed up%.;IT
20 timet from one year to the next
While Carroll is under pressor,.
business groups, such as the Kentucky
and, Louisville Area Chambers of
Commerce, to seek a way to reduce
premiums, the governor cautioned
yesterday that he wants to "take the
best action - one that is sufficient to deal
with the current problem while not an
overreaction that might unfairly hurt
other Kentuckians."
Named to the panel, in addition to
Weisenberger and Craddock, are state
Rep. Bob Benson, D-Louisville; state
Sen. Walter A. Baker, R-Glasgow;
Gary Weiss, Mason C. Rudd, Clyde
White, Floyd White, Marion Winstead
and Kenneth T. Cassady, all of
Louisville; John O'Hara of Covington,
Catherine Sexton of Lexington, Martha
Helen Smith of Russellville and William
R. Staler, Jr. of Millersburg.
State government officials and the
departments they represent are James
Lamb, insurance; Donald Utley, labor;
Ronald Morgan, commerce, and
Regina Cullen, the consumer-




To Be Held Here
The Murray , Education Association°
will sponsor a reception in honor of
Fred Schultz who recently resigned as
superintendent of the Murray City
Schools on Sunday. August 28, at 2:30
p.m. at the Murray High School.
-Mr. Schultz has been appointed. as
Deputy Superintendent of Elementary
and Secondary Education for the state
of Kentucky and he and his wife, Jo,
will now reside in Frankfort.
All employees, retired teachers, and
their 'spouses are 'invited to attend,
according to a spokesman for the
Murray Education As,sociati,pn.
Even if the wildcat strikes last longer
than anticipated, Carpenter said, the
producers probably will make up any
shortage eventually and severance tax
collections will reach the predicted
amounts for the-year.
The Road Fund's fiscal health has
been a surprise.
Aside from several liabilities—such
as the inflationary cost of highway
construction and. maintenance —
Kentucky has been hobbled from
sharing in the profits from doubling of
gasoline prices in recent years.
That's because the state has a fixed
gasoline tax of 9 cents per gallon
instead of one that is keyed to rising
prices.
Nonetheless, Carpenter said, the
state has raised the estimate for the
year from $300 million to $330 million.
He said the decision is based in part
on the realization that "cars sold last
year like mad at higher prices," which
brought in extra money through the
motor vehicle usage tax.
-Then again, the usage of gasoline
has been greater than anticipated
despite the high cost of it," he said.
"We thought smaller cars would burn
less gas and that the price increases
would cut travel, but people are kill
driving as much as ever."
Carpenter said the state has
concluded that because of the general
lack of mass transit in Kentucky, the
working man has no choice in most






City, County, and State law
enforcement authorities combined
forces this morning in the arrest of
about nine persons here.
Little information was available at
press time, but it was learned that at
least one of the persons in custody will
be charged in connection with the
armed robberies of Scott Drugs and
Holland Drugs here earlier this month,
as well as two similar armed robberies
in Salem, Ky.
The suspects were arrested this
morning in a raid on a dwelling in the
local area. A large quantity of drugs
was reported confiscated, as well as a
number of firearms.
Local authorities were still
processing the suspects at noon today,
and warrants were expected to be
obtained early this afternoon.
Juvenile Being Held
By Local Authorities
Murray City Police reported
Wednesday the arrest of_a juvenileigho
is being held in connection with a
burglary at the Mercy Professional
Ambulance Service this week.





WASHINGTON (AP) — Construction
of a new 241-bed Army hospital at Poet
Campbell, Ky., .is expected to begin
within- Three -1110fitilli,- aeeording to-1,1„S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky.
Hubbard said Wednesday the
Department of the Army awarded a
$35,147,500 contract to Algernon Blair,
Inc., of Montgomery, Ala., for
construction of the hospital.
The new hospital and a complex of
satellite clinics for outpatient treament
will replace the existing base medical
facility, a 259-bed World War II
structure with no elevators and seven'
miles of corridors.
The hospital will serve about 127,000
active and retired Army personnel and
dependents at the base — home of the
101st Airbone Division.
Post Planner Charles Durrett has
said that construction will take about
thre4-years.
Funds for construction of the hospital
were approved by Congress as part of
an overall military appropriations bill
last spring.
District Governor Russell D. Gawthrop was the featured speaker at the
Murray lions Club regular meeting Tuesday night. Gawthrop outlined the
theme of LIEF. for the district, which is leadership for club officers, in-
volvement of all members, fellowship through club meetings and visitation of
other clubs and .expansion of club memberships and formation of new dart-.
Gawthrop is from Henderson, Kentucky. and succeedecl_Codie L Caldwell of
Murray as District Goverhonk
411,07"-
,
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BAND PERFORMANCE—The Swing and Sway Band of the Murray Senior Citizens, directed by Lillie Farris, standing right,
with Thrya Crawford, right, as pianist, performed at the meeting of the Welcome Wagon Newcomers Club held at the
Ellis Center. Members are, left to right, seated, MedA-Jackson, Hazel Ahart, LaIla Boyd, Erma Lovett, Alma Cooper, Edna
McReynolds, Mary Lamb, Maggie Paschall, and Florine Erwin; standing, Daisy Wickhoff, Minnie Belle Shrader, Loyola Page,
Hazel Locke, Gussie Adams, Nola Chrisman, Mable Pierce, Mildred Barnett, and Treva Washer. The band members now
have special uniforms including navy slacks, white blouses, and red coats.
NEWCOMERS CLUB MEMBERS—Members of the Welcome Wagon Newcomers Club are welcomed to the recent
meeting held at the Ellis Community Center when the Senior Citizens Swing and Sway Band performed. Welcoming the




Who can sniff a gardenia without conjuring up a nostalgic
thought or memory from the past? And who can resist the yen to
grow a gardenia plant indoors? It takes no special magic, just a
bit of pampering to win this temperamental beauty over. Tem-
perature is the secret of continuous blooms - 70 degrees during
the day, and 63-65 degrees at night Acid, moist soil at all times is
a must. Attention to humidity, four hours of direct sun and mon-
thly feeding with a house plant fertilizer, are the main
requirements of this fragrant plant. Set your pot on a bed of
moist pebbles to maintain humidity if your home is dry. Don't
fret if a few yellow leaves appear. It's normal. With care you will
be picking gardenias for every occasion.
Our plants,and flowers at SHIRLEY FLORIST 8 GARDEN CEN-
TER, 502 North Fourth Street, 753-3251 receive the finest care so
shop here with confidence. We are a full service florist well
known for our unique and original arrangements suitable for
almost any occasion. As members of FTD, Teleflora and AFS we
can arrange to send your floral message almost anywhere in the
world. Hours Mon.-Sat. 8-5.
FLOWER TIP: Mix a solution of 2 gallons of water to one ounce
of iron sulfate and water gardenias monthly to maintain acid soil
Thru 9/1
Rescuers - 7 15,9 25
Cntters -8 30
TNERESCUEMS










Russell's Chapel if 'omen
Meet At Roxie Jones Home
. The United Methodist
Women of Russell's Chapel
Church met on August 8 at the
lakeside home of Roxie Jones
with the president. Martha
Crass, opening the meeting
with prayer.
Mrs. Crass announced that
due to illness in her family,
Mrs. J. I. Hosick ssas unable to
be the speaker for the af-
ternoon. Connie Crihfield. of
Cleveland. Ohio. was in-
troduced as a guest.
The secretary read the
minutes of the previous
meeting and called the roll.
Those in attendance were:
Lora Wilkinson. Ethel Walker,
Toni Hopson, Klara Wutzke,
Irene Donnan, Lavine Carter,
Dolly Lorenz. Lois Sparks,
Helen Hanchek, Ginny Crih-
field, Cecelia Noonan. Edith
NO PASSES —
N9 BARGAIN NIT1- sedp•
Ends Tonite








Martha Crass, and Rove
Jones.
A get well card was (.:7-
calated for signatures to ',e•
sent to Barbara Brown,
patient in the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
For. the devotion Edith
McKinzie chose the topic.
"nave Fun." taken from a
child's daily- lesson book en-
titled, "Stop. Look, and
Listen." She also gave a
prayer.
Lavine Carter led the Bitile
Study and assigned chapters
25 and 26 of the book of :Ma-
thew for September.
On September 12 Sallie
will speak on "OLir
Presbyterian Heritage" at the
meeting to be held at the home
of Ginny Crihfield with the
assistance of Lavine Carte:.
Refreshments were served








THIS SUNDAY • 2 & 5 PM-
RAY STEVENS
SEPT. 4 • 2 & 5 PM
NO RAINCNECKS OR REFUNDS
_41,11v *Lee • --** --rWrce.--***•— view—
SOCIAL HOUR—Marge Hinman, member of the
Welcome Wagon Newcomers Club, serves homemade
ice cream tc Jo Nell King, Welcome Wagon Field Super-
visor from Belton, at the meeting of the club held at the
Ellis Center. On the right js Marge Hays, club member,
talking with Lillie Farris, Senr Citizens band leader.
CLUB OFFICERS—Welcoming the members and guests
to the nieeting of the Welcome Wagon Newcombers
Club at the Ellis Center were, left to right, Kathryn
Outland, Welcome Wagon hostess, Jo Nell King, field
supervitor for Welcome Wagon, Mary Lindsay, local
member, and Ann McKee!, club president
PUGH BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Pugh,
921 North Sixteenth Street,
Murray. are the parents of a
baby boy, Aaron Robert,
weighing eight pounds five
ounces, born on Friday,
August 19, at the Methodist
Hospital, Memphis, Tn.
The new father is minister
at the Seventh and Poplar
Mur-Fay.- - —
'Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Steven Pugh, Newport
\elks, Va., and Mr. and Mrs.
Ewing Stubblefield of Hazel.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Collie Stubblefield of
!Wel and Mr. and Mrs.
ford McClure of Murray.
Cool and dry
Keep instant nonfat dry
milk in a cool dry place. An
unopened package can be
kept for several months.
Close package tightly im-
mediately after use If the
m the air 
exposed
storage, it
powder is  to moisture
will become lumpy.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Wildie Ellis of Murray has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Ava Watkins Opens Home For
Ruth Warren Group Meeting.
Ava Watkins opened her
home for the meeting of the
Ruth Warren Group of the
Baptist Young Women of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
held on Tuesday, August 9.
Presiding at the meeting
was Carolyn Carroll. Ava
Watkins was in charge of the
prayer calendar and read the
scripture frond Mark 1:17.
Prayers were led by Joanne
Windsor and Edwina Bucy. All
members participated in the
program. -
New officers elected for the







Gracie Holland, Patsy Neale,
Mary Boyd, and Wanda
Waller, mission study;




Martha Covey, • Linda Roach,
and Della Boggess, social
committee.
The installation service will
be held on Tuesday, Sep-
tember 6, at the home of
Carolyn Carroll with Ruth
Warren as leader.
Members present were Pat
Dalton, Gracie Holland, Patsy
Neale, Mary Boyd, Carolyn
Carroll, Joanne WirRisor, and
Ava Watkins.
The next regular monthly
meeting will be held Tuesday,




Phillip Dan Anderson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon An-
derson of College Farm Road,
Murray, will be granted his
Bachelor of Science degree in
marketing at Auburn
University, Auburn, Ala., at
the close of the summer
quarter on Friday, August 26.
Mr. Anderson is married to
the former Mary Ann Taylor,
daughter of Mrs. Dennis
Taylor and the late Mr. Taylor
of Murray.
The new graduate will.now
be employed by Sears-
Roebuck and Company at
Auburn, Ala.
A total of 1,097 degrees will
be granted at the close of the
summer quarter at the
Auburn University, according
to Harry M. Philpott,
president of the college.
Boys Long Sleeve
Shirts ':z.clIoab RoyK yne





















610 W. Main St. -
Murray •
Shoes for stomping, shoes for romping,
shoes for back to classes too! They're
Red Goose so you'll know they can take
the beating, look good with the new
back-to-school wardrobe also fit and







•s advert.sed on TV.
FREE wroth purchase















































special planning meeting for
all general officers and
committee chairmen, and all
deriartment officers and
committee chairmen at seven
p. m. at the club house.
Family Night will be held by





East Calloway PTC will
halie a potluck supper and
meeting at 6:30 p. m. at the
school. All parents and
teachers are invited.
West Kentucky Corvair Club
will meet at 101 Library
Building, Paducah Com-
munity College, at 7:30 p. m.
For information call 489-2706
after five p. m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the home of Debbie ,Lyons at
7:30 p. m.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include a
discovery walk, started at
Center Station at three p. m.
Friday, August 26
Adult Dance will be at the
Jaycee Building at Jaycee
-Fairgrounds at eight p.m.
with music by Bob Nance and
The Blue Blazers. Admission
is six dollars per couple and
public is invited.
Community Theatre
production will be on' court
house steps in downtown
Murray at 7:30 p.m.
Twilight golf will be at the
Murray Country Club at 5:45
-p.m. with Gene -MeCutcheon
as chairman.
Friday, August 24
Land Between the Lakes
activities will intlude a one
hour discussion and walk to
discover and appreciate
ecology at Center Station at
3:30 p.m.
Saturday, August 27
Brooks Bus tour to Bard-
stown to tour My Old Ken-
tucky Home and see the
Stephen Foster Story will
leave the bus station at 9:30
a.m. Each one is to bring a
sack supper, but the noon
lunch will be at Hopkinsville.




Pull will be at the Jaycee
Fairgrounds with seales to
open at five p.m. and close at
6:30 p.m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include natural
dyes workshop from nine a.m.
to two p.m., wildflower search
at Center Station at three
p.m., and night visual at 8:30
p.m. at Center Station.
Bake sale, sponsored by
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, will be held
in front of Roses beginning at.,
nine a,m.
Turkey Shoot will be held by
the Farmington Optimist Club
starting at twelve noon at the
field behind the Farmington
school building.
Sunday, August 28
Turkey Shoot, sponsored by
Farmington Optimist Club,
will continue today at the field
behind the Farmington school





the 3 R's Reduce Revive
Relax




Reception for Fred Schultz
will be held at 2:30 p.m. at the
Murray High School as
sponsored by -the Murray
Education Association. All
employees, retired teachers,
and spouses of the Murray
City School System are invited
to attend.
Founders _Day will be
celebrated by the Unity
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church with regular services,
basket dinner, and gospel
singing.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include slide
program at Center Station at
two p.m. and tour of The
Homeplace at entrance road
at 2:30 p.m.
Let's-Stay Well J L. ill astngame M
Schizophrenia and Dialysis
Q: Mrs. F.H. writes that
she has a nephew who has
been diagnosed, during his
teens, as having schizo-
phrenia. He is gradually
getting worse, and the
family fears that he will
deteriorate so that he will
have to be confined to an
tinstitution in spite of his
use of drugs and confer-
ences with his psychiatrist.
She has heart that such
cases may benefit from
having their blood
'cleaned" and asks for
comment.
A: The cause of schizo-
phrenia is unknown. It
may be severe and disa-
bling, especially when it
occurs in a young person, -
such as your teenage neph-
ew, who is not responding
to psychotherapy and
Mrs. Mary Phillips Leader -
For Independence Program
The Independence United
Methodist Mrch Women met
at the church on Thursday,
August 11, .at 7:30 p. m. with
Mrs. Mary Phillips in charge
of the program, who led the
group in singing the hymns,
-Sweet Hour of Prayer" and
"What A Friend," Cheryl
Burkeen was the pianist.
IN Mrs. Mamie Evans was the
special speaker. She gave an
inspirational talk on "Prayer,
Faith, and Meditation,:' 
several scripture passages.
Good fit
Half of getting the right
fit in pantyhose is in buy-
ing the right size. Sizing in
one popular line goes by
your height, with your
weight also taken into con-
• sideration. Most packages
have a size scale on the
back. Consult same before
buying to make sure you'll
be in for a perfect fit.
Apple storage
Apples ripe enough for. eat-
ing wiU keep in your home
refrigera:or for a week or
longer, according to the U. S
Deprtrnent of Agriculture.
Place them in the humidifier
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The group repeated The
Lord's Prayer in unison. Mrs.
Evans closed by reading a
poem, "The Secret," and led
the group in singing the hymn,
"Thank You God."
Miss Cheryl Burkeen sang a
solo, "The Lighthouse" while




minutes were by Mrs. Mary
repoit was by Mrs. Nancy heves that the relief
Hopkins. Thetinonthly project
was discussed.
In charge of the September
meeting 'will be Miss Cheryl
Burkeen. The closing prayer
was led by Mrs. Desiree
Duncan.
Eight members and four
visitors were present.
drugs.
F'or a number of -years,
various authorities have
felt that schizophrenia re-
sults from biochemical'
substances in the body,
though the exact nature of
these substances and their
source have not been iden-
tified. Searches have been
made in the hope that the
form formatioA of such
substances can tte prevent-
ed, ameliorated or neutral-
ized. If such could be done,
the unfortunate symptoms
of schizophrenia might be
controlled.
Additional insight to the
existence and influence of
such substances has been
gained in a few schizo-
phrenics who have had
their blood "cleaned" by
dialysis equipment like
that used in kidney failure
cases. The results were
favorable in most cases,
even in the more severe
ones, by reducing hostility
arid confusions and im-
proving the quality of their
lives.
You may be referring to
dialysis work which has
been done by Herbert
Wagemaker, M.D., of the
University of Louisville.
He has had favorable re-
sults in a limited number
of Cases. He theorizes that
unidentified substances
regularly build up in the
blood of schizophrenics
that cause their symptoms
and contribute to their ab-
brought to most, of his
cases resulted from the'
removal of toxic sub-
stances through blood dial-
ysis.
While the cases studied
by Dr. Wagemaker are few
in number, his research
appears encouraging. It
can be a new means of.
benefiting these disabled
persons while other re-
search proceeds to try to
identify more accurately
any offending substances
in the blood of schizophren-
ics.
I suggest that you dis-,
cuss with your nephew's
family the work of Dr.
Wagemaker. They may
want to discuss his work
with their son's physician.
AT BO I GREEN
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cun-
ningham accompanied their
son, Ted Cunningham, for the
weekend at Bowling Green
visiting their son and brother,
Zane Cunningham, Mrs.
Cunningham, and son, Phillip.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Susan K. Bybee of Murray





greet fall in style.
The super new looks in junior dresses are
available in all of 'he newest and most vivanted
styles at Bright. in the Court Square, Select
from jumpers. (..tp-sleeve, short-sleeve and
long-sleeve style, .n sizes 5 to 13. Moderately







Blom of brushed denim with top stitching
and half-belt, almond,5 13 at 42.00;
Pont of brushed denim, to6 waist with
stitch detail:almond, 5-15 at 22.00;
51;iii, engineer stripe in olmondIg‘in—ger, in
sizes 5.to 15 at 17.00; Gaucho of brushed
denim with zipper detail in almond, 5-13 at
24.00; Cowl Neck Sweater of acrylic,
blockiwalnut/almond in SML, 18.00; Vest of
brushed denim in almond, 5- I 3 at 21.00. 
Hurry in to Bright's, your Back To School
headquarters for the latest. in fashion'
school days,
school days
When that first bell rings at the break of day. look
to Footworks to perk up your spIntst Tough and•
rugged and bouncy. too It's a real i ifesaver
the bellig at school blues'
Rust lea t her and
blue suede at Moo
SIRIGHTS
- Tee 4,40.•- • 1:01Z ,
r•-`4. ).• -•••arsorroWloorwr-
.
• • • *...44. -
- f'15:411:741t-, ,.‘
• ,




YARD Of THE MONTH—The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has selected the yard of the residence
of Mrs. Charles D. (Clara) Starks and Randall Starks at 1410 Dudley Drive, Murray, as the "yard of the month for August."
On the front porch of the house are hanging baskets of Swedish ivy, Boston Fern, and fluffy ruffle fern, and a large potted
red begonia. The front yard plantings include nandina, protenia frazier, pyracantha, corunta rotunda, Japanese, Burfordi,
and Mahoni hollies interspersed with blooming red begonias and Rose of Sharon. Purple flowering plum, dawn redwood,
and cork screw willow trees add to the beauty of the thick green lawn. In the back yard Swedish ivy and needlepoint ivy
pots decorate the doorway and Mimosa trees shade4he yard. Staff Photo by David Hal
Frances Lee Neale
COmpletes,. her Degree
Frances Lee , Neale,
daughter of Mary Farmer and
the late Roy S. I Pete) Far-
mer, has recently completed
all requirements for the
Bachelor of Business Ad-
ministration Degree' at the'
University of _Montevallo,
Montevallo. Alabama.
Mrs. Neale is a graduate of
Murray . High School and at-
tended Murray State
University and the University
of Alabama prior to com-
pleting her studies at the
University of Montevallo.
The new graduate is the wife
of Bob G. Neale, a former
resident of Murray. Mr. and
Mrs. Neale along with
children, Bruce and Susan,
reside in Arab, Alabama.
• BAD HABIT
Skipping breakfast is a bad
habit, one that many
Americans have slipped into.
You'll feel better if you have
an adequate breakfast. You!ll
do better work. The mid-
morning fatigue that can go
with skipping breakfast is
completely unnecessary. Get
up earlier. Breakfast is worth
the effort.
NORTHERN VACATION
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy D.
Herndon and daughters, Gina
and Cheryl, hava_. returned
home after a ten days'
vacation. They made the trip
staying in their Man '0 War
travel trailer each night.
Points included on their
itinerary were camping and
mobile home shows in Elkhart
and South Bend, Ind., Grand
Rapids, Mich., Port Huron,
Mich., Niagara Falls, Canada,
Amish Communities, Pitt-
sburgh, Pa., Huntington, W.









Ol R LAM EST PRICE EVER on this
Stylist* machine. It has a free arm for easy
sewing in tight places. Cabinet or carrying





' A I,ad'r,ak Q THE SINGER COMPANY
Olympic Plaza
Heather is No.1 for fall
77... Crew or V Neck in
a glorious line-up of
colors: Natural, beige, grey
or blue in small, med. Ige.
$10 •
Nylon printed shirt in
S.M.L.. '8









Cottage - Cheese is a
nutritious food for everyone. It
is "light," but satisfying since
it is 90 to 99 per cent digestible,
according to Bonnie S.
Davenport, program director.
Dairy and Food Nutrition
Council.
Stbre cottage cheese as you
would fresh milk -
refrigerated and-covered. Use
this delicately ilavorad
product within a few days
after purchase to insure
maximum flavor appeal.
It's high perishable. Keep it
covered to prevent it from
pickiiig up odors and
developing "off'L, flavors.
When stored tightly covered.
at 35 degrees -45 degrees F., it
should stay at its peak of
flavor and texture for about
one week.
Creamed cottage cheese
should not be frozen, because'
it tends to separate upod
defrosting, resulting Ln
damage to texture and con-
sistency.
When creamed cottage
cheese is used in hot dishes,
the food mixture should be
cooked or baked at low
temperatures to retain the
tender texture. If a high heat
is necessary, as ih french
frying, keep the cooking time
to an absolute minimum.
Bardstown Tour Will
Be Held On Saturday
Ruth Blackwood, tour
leader for the trip to Bard-
stown on Saturday, August 27,
has asked each one to be at the
Brooks Bus station at North
Sixth and Walnut Streets,
Murray, at 9:30 a.m. •
The group will tour My Old
Kentucky Home and see the
musical, "The Stephen Foster
Story." They will have their
noon meal at Hopkinsville.
and each one is asked to bring-
a sack supper for the evening
meal, Mrs. Blackwood said
PRESCHOOL CHILD
Here are ways to help your
preschool child. Serve small
portions of foods, like smaller
glasses of milk or juice: also
medium temperature foods,
rather than too hot or cold.
And finger foods are easier for
tiny hands to handle, like
wedges of egg or tomato, or






Mr. and, Mrs. James
William Marvin, Jr., . who





Marvin is the former Leslye
Carol Magness, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R.
Magness tf Mayfield and the
granddaaghter"eL.Mrs. Otis
Magness of Mayfield and Mr.
and Mrs. 011ie W. Barnett of
Murray.
The events included the
folAlonwitfintg: e.rn(-)0 _
n party given by
Mrs. Larry Smith and Mrs.
John Hicks, assisted -by
Misses Karen and Sue Ann
Hicks;A luncheon hosted by Mrs.
Wesley Greer, Mrs. Reid
Hearn, assisted by Miss
Renee Greer;
A personal shower given by
Mrs Jary Johnson and Miss
Goil Blalock;
Cottage Cheese A luncheon, hostesses for
Much were Mrs. Ray Ed-
,irds and Mrs. Hugh
Williams:
An afternoon party given by
Mrs. William • Pickens, Mrs.
Frank Kolb, Jr., and Mrs. Dan
; a rrott
A dessert party given by
Mrs. Curtis Boyd, Mrs.
Robert Byars and Mrs.
Hobert.Creason;
.A personal shower hosted by
Miss Mary Ester Hoagland,
Miss Mary Kaye Himmel,
Miss Georgia Wightrnan, Miss
Mary Ann Loftus, Miss Nancy
ltosson, Miss Lisa Alderdice
and Miss Sherri Adair;
An evening -took-out given
b!, Mrs. Bill Bennett, Miss
Sherri Adair, and Miss Lisa
( rimes;
imming party and
cookout hosted by Mr. and
Airs. John Stewart and Chris
Smith;
Bridesmaid's luncheon
given by Mrs. Charles Stallins
and Mrs. Jerry Jeffords,
assisted by Misses Donda
Stallins, Wendy Stallins, and
Jerri Anne Jeffords;
Bachelor's dinner, hosted by
Ken Marvin;
immediate family members,
Dinner party given for the
by Mr. and Mrs. Thomas














Tind out what the Weight Watchers Program










Oiffy Pot Never Less Than $100.00)
Have you had your
card punched
this week??












.99 - 21 99
DRESSES
joor Jr., .ts.lss, and Half Size Dresses. I & 2 piece dresses,




$7 $9 $11 $13 
 - PANTSUITS, JUMPSUITS
yr Entire Summer Stock On Sale! fashionable styles. )
colors, & popular sizes.
Reg. 19.99-29.99 $9 $,11 $11- ,$15  2: 
SUMMER HANDBAGS
jog Get the latest in summer handbags
at our fantastic low price!
Regular up .to 15.99
300
-- FINAL SUMMER- LINGERIE CLEARANCE
I 10  Famot'5; name lingerie at uch
a price you'll buy them by
the armful. Reg. 7.99-13.99
399_599
• Behr,t Charge • BanlArne,cord • Mosfer Chevqe
Central Shopping Center - Myrroy,.Ky • OPEN .10 TO 9 • SUN 12 30-5 30
z NADIA/ Cott& -Ittookui,X4r etit udi
•••••$. 06.-̂ 1.4 t
S
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44 Blink Your Eyes Several
kilki Times And You'll Miss It.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — "Blink
your eyes several times and you'll miss
all the excitement."
Dr. Terrell Mays was exaggerating,
of course, but the quarter horse is noted
for raw- speed that enables him to cover
a quarter-mile in 18 to 20 seconds.
"A good quarter horse could whip
Triple Crown winner Seattle Slew at a
short distance," continued Mays, who
has laid a lot of cash on the line to help
introduce Kentuckians to a sport
they've seldom seen.
The Elizabethtown physician is part
of 4 10-man association bringing
quarter horse racing here next month
for a 45-day program. "It's a gamble,"
.Mays admitted, "but you've got to
crawl before you can walk."
He said the group had no qualms
about leasing Commonwealth Race
Course, which has been idle for nearly
three years. The state has refused, for a
number of reasons, to authorize
thoroughbred dates at the track in the
city's west end.
Commonwealth opens Sept. 1 with
quarter horse races being held daily
Wednesdays through Sundays. Mays
said there has been no public outcry
over the plan to offer pari-mutuel
wagering on the Sabbath.
"I don't know if this has ever been





NEW YORK ( AP) — Automobiles
today are a better buy than they were 15
years ago, said the General Motors
executive a few weeks before his
company announced it would raise 1978
prices an average of 5.7 per cent.
Robert Lund, vice president, and
general manager of its Chevrolet
division, explained that if you adjusted
for inflation, and included the
equipment and safety-emission items
on today's cars, the 1962 Impala would
cost 96,000.
But, he continued, you can obtain its
1977 equivalent for just 65 cents over
$4,900, and that he said represents an
improvement in a personal budgetary
sense of nearly $1,100.
The results of a cost study, said GM,
seem to dispel the myth that they don't
build 'em the way they used to. But
perhaps you should judge.
Do you think that "thin shell seat
design for increased interior space"
represents an improvement, measured
in dollars and cents, over the
"conventional frame construction"
seat of the 1962 car?
Or that "1-piece floor Carpet extends
fully under front seat" is an
improvement on "separate front & rear
carpets — minimal coverage under
front seat" on the 1962 model?
In their calculations, the GM people
included these items in an estimated
$546 worth of "added value-equipment"
on the 1977, four-door Impala.
Taken separately, the items might
seem trivial, but the GM people list
more than a score of them, and they do
add up. And some of the changes
represent obvious basic improvements,
rather than cosmetic or convenience
changes.
The "halo., roof construction," for
example, refers to an improved method
of designing and manufacturing that
results in a sturdier product, so named
because in assembly the reinforced rim
gives a halo effect.
Other substantial improvements are
included, such as automatic versus
manual transmission, coolant recovery
system versus none at all, more
powerful ignition system, setter tires,
power lieering, disc brakes and more.
Interspersed, however, are those
items includino an ash tray
ti
•
lamp, folding front seat center armrest,
flow through ventilation and similar
items that some people might take for
granted.
The 1977 model is also described as
having an "over-all roominess index"
superior to the 1962 edition, but
apparently not in one dimension where
it counts a lot, the hips. That dimension
— described as space to sit between
doors — shrank on the 1977 model by 8.5
square inches in front, 8.1 in the rear.
Safety and emission standards have
added $537 in additional hardware to
the 1977 car, the GM spokesman said,
and "economics and . others," which
represents part of the increased costs of
labor, materials and the like, have
added another $1,275.
To the total of three items — safety-
emission $537, added value-equipment
$546, economics and others $1,275— you
add the,1962 base price of $2,529, plus
$1,100 tM says it has absorbed, to
reach close to the $6,000 figure.
But that isn't the entire story. A
peculiarity of automobile retailing is
that you pay for the transportation
costs, even though it is quite logical to
assume the car dealer might not be able
'to sell you a car if it wasn't shinned to
him.
These transportation costs are made
even more peculiar by the use of a
formula to ascertain how much you
should pay. It doesn't matter if the car
is shipped from Michigan. California or
New York — the buyer pay; the same
freight.
That is, a Los Angeles purchaser of
the 1977 Impala pays $401 in
transportation charges no matter if the
car is assembled in Michigan or in
California. the GM people explained. A
Chicagoan pays $101, a Baltimore
resident $193. .
These costs also have risen, of
course, but by how much couldn't be
determined immediately because the
GM records were buried in the dusty
file vault. Be assured, however, that the
odds are very high that they increased.
And then, of course, there are those
new increases coming up; although in
L
....fairness it should be noted that a 5.7 per
cent increase is little more than an
:adjustment for Inflation, to say nothing
of what GM claims is better quality• 0'
*--4-4.z4452:11P
v'
it's becoming commonplace in the
West."
The quarter horse earned his
reputation in the West, where a cowboy
chasing steers needed a mount that
could move quickly and stop abruptly.
After the roundup was over, the
cowboys amused themselves by racing
their horses against each other at short
distances. •
"It's a big sport today," said Mays,
adding that the world's richest race, the
$1 million All American Futurity, is
held each year at Ruidoso Downs in
New Mexico. "Most of the money is put
up by the owners. Last year, Ruidoso
Downs contributed $25,000 of the $1.4
million total.
"That race means as much to us as
the Kentucky Derby does to
thoroughbred breeders," said Mays,
president of the Quarter Racing
Owners of Kentucky. It has more than
100 members, who often cross their
stock with thoroughbreds.
"The idea behind that is to give us a
colt with greater speed and longer
distances," Mays explained.
He said there are few differences
between thoroughbred and quarter
horse racing. "We use the same type of
starting gate, the same type of saddles.
The thorougbreds usually jockey for
position down the backstretch and we
just start most of our races in the
stretch."
Mays contends, however, there is no
comparison when it comes to speed.
"The quarter horse looks like a bolt of
lightning going down that track."
He's bringing a new game to town
and Mays is confident it will be popular.
"Kentuckians like horses and they
like to bet."
Bible Thotjght
The Spirit itself beareth
witness with our spirit, that we
are the children of God.
Romans 8:16. - I
We know we aFe right with
God when we are doing His will
and when we feel Him alive
within us.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & TIrL
periodically publishes the addresst
of the state and federal eleetei
representatives serving our area
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representatr,
may be reached through Ow
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses'
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washingt,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. c,20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be re;< 7
in Frankfort when the Gen, 1.•
Assembly is in session by (hall; 1
564-2500 or by writing to them in (•.,,
of the State Capitol Buiidi
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. floivi(
addresses of state legislatT










Garrott's Galley B M. C. Garrott
They've Put Service
First In Their Lives
You've seen'em around town — those
two, clean-cut young men riding
bicycles or walking around neatly
dressed in shirts and ties. I met and got
to know them the other day.
, They're Elder Brad Cowley and
Elder Larry Richards, both 1% and
volunteer, full-time missionaries of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints. This is the Mormon church,
headquartered in Salt Lake City, Utah.
Approximately 50 of its members live in
Murray.
They will be away from their homes
for two years, having personally
volunteered for this service. Brad, who
has been away from his family for nine
months, was in Manchester, Tenn., for
six months before coming to Murray
.three months ago. He is from Venice,
Utah.
Larry, whose family lives in Green
River, Wyo., has been in the field 10
months. Before joining Brad in Murray
two months ago, he had been in
Nashville, Tenn., for six months and in
Waverly, Tenn., for two,
They pay their own way with money
earned before they left home, although
they can receive help from their
parents if we run out," Larry said
with a grin. Neither will see their --
families before their missionary
service is completed. They cannot go
home, nor are their families permitted
to visit them. They receive no support
from the church.
+++
Brad and Larry are members of a
newly-created Mormon mission center
in St. Louis. Its leader, Norman Olsen,
was president of a large Salt Lake City
firm before selling his home and
moving' to St. Louis for a three-year
term as president of the mission. He is
permitted to have his family with him.
There are 170 of these mission centers
worldwide, and .30,000 members of the
church are in the field doing full-time,.
volunteer missionary service just like
Brad, Larry and their mission
president. The church's worldwide
membership has been placed at 3.1
million.
They are "called to further the work
of the Lord and because we love Jesus
Christ," Larry said, his eyes flashing
his conviction and enthusiasm. They
were sent to the St. Louis mission by the
church leaders in Salt Lake City, but it
is Olsen who tells them where and when
to go, often with only one or two days'
notice.
In fact, the ink was barely dry on this
column before Brad was on his way to
St. Louis to work. He has been replaced
in Murray by Steve Bowman, 19, of Salt
Lake City. For the past five months,
Steveplaas been working in the St. Louis
area. His father is with the state bureau
of reclamation in Salt-Lake City.'
+++
The boys live in a rented house at 215
North 13th Street. They cook their own
meals, get up at 6 a.m. daily, exercise,
and spend time in prayer, meditation
and studying the Scriptures before
starting out by 9:30 a.m., talking with
people in their homes, on the street and
in the stores while "teaching the
fullness of the ever-lasting gospel."
They watch no television, calling it "a
waste of valuable time," and they don't
do any dating. Brad admitted to a girl
friend back home, to whom he faithfully
writes each week.
All are personable young men with
quick smiles and contagious
personalities. You can't help but
admire their dedication and
commitment to their self-appointed
work.
+++
Brad's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
Cowley, and home to him is a 600-acre
farm almost in the center of Utah. His
father raises corn, alfalfa hay and
barley, and keeps an average of 5,500
beef cattle on feed. Brad is a member of
the third generation to live and work
the farm. He has two brothers and three
sisters. Two of the sisters are married.
A 5'9", 165-pound blonde, he was an
All-State guard in football at Richfield
High School before he graduated in
1976. He also wrestled, was a distance
runner in track and threw the javelin.
He loves the farm, and has no plans to
go to college when he gets back to
Venice, a town of 200.
+++
Larry's father, Larry, Sr., owns and
operates an industrial supply company,
supplying power plants and heavy
equipment users. Although he
graduated from Green River High
School as an honor student, Larry had
been there only one semester. "We
moved around a lot — all over the' west,
in fact," he said, explaining that his
father had been in industrial
management before settling in Green
River, population 10,000.
The oldest Of four children, Larry is
interested in science, and plans to
continue his education when his
missionary tour is completed..
+++
The boys like Murray and have found
the people here very friendly and
outgoing but a bit difficult to convert to
Mormonism. "This is a hard mission
field," Larry said. "It is part of the
Bible Belt and people here are pretty
set in their ways.
"The church, though, is making
tremendous strides in the west and in
the far west," he went on excitedly,
"and, you know, it's the fastest growing
denomination in the world."
I didn't know that, but with 30,000
hard-working, dedicated missionaries
in the field like these young men, it's
hard to question it.
Funny NN'orld
Answering a complaint about horses
fouling the footpaths, District Council
officer, Mr. Edward Johnson said he
had spent some time in Africa and that
people should be grateful they did not





Murray Ledger & Times Editor
We ran across an article from
Enterprise' Science News the other day
which was enlightening to us,
especially at this time -of year when we
are reminded frequently about the need
for immunizations for school children.
The article entitled -Adults Need
Vaccinations, Too," follows.
0+0
It is a common myth t(at the need for
immunization ends with adulthood. The
truth is that the unprotected grownup is
ccourting  unnecessary   illnesses, some of
which can entail death or tragic
The first vaccination for adults
usually is a combined tetanus-diptheria
(TD) toxoid shot. It is given at about
age 25 and every 10 years thereafter for
iife.
This assumes the TD shot was given
10 years earlier as the last pediatric
vatcination. If this is not the case,
anyone 15 years or older should have a
TD shot immediately.
TETANUS IS A lethal disease.
Tetanus germs, lying dormant in soil
and street dirt, can contaminate any
wound that breaks the skin, however
minor, in fact, the typical . tetanus
victim is a grandmother who has been
working in her garden and gets a tiny
puncture from a rose thorn.
POLIO — Those likely to be exposed
to the disease in military service,
foreign tratrel, or employment in health
service or public safety occupations
should get two doses of the oral vaccine
six to eight weeks apart.
FLU Immunization is not for
everybody. The vaccine is effective
Only about 70 per cent of the time, but it
gives some measure of protection to
people *with special health problems
who might be endangered by an attack
Wate,iikfrOPI'n • . rtwariris_
4,11. •
which persons get the vaccine, usually
given in the fall. Five groups are
generally considered good candidates: .
— Those with chronic heart and
circulatory conditions.
— Those with chronic lung disease
such as asthma, bronchitis and
emphysema.
— Persons over 65.
- Those with diabetes or other
chronic metabolic disorders.
— Those with chronic bladder and
kidney conditions.
One group should never get the flu
vaccine — those who are allergic to
eggs. The vaccine is made from eggs.
RUBELLA — Women who did not
receive a rubella vaccine in childhood
or adolescence, who have never had the
disease, and who plan to have children
should by all means be inoculated. But
if the woman is pregnant ot plans to
become;- pregnant within two months,
she should delay the shot until. after
birth.
A word of caution. A history of having
had the disease is not dependable proof
of immunity. To find out for sure if
you're immune, get a blood test.
The rubella vaccine is important
because if a woman contracts the
disease during pregnancy, the germs
can attack the fetus and cause
irreparable birth defects.
MUMPS The vaccine is highly
recommended for men who missed it as
children and who never had the disease.
In men, there is a slight but
nevertheless disturbing chance that the
mumps virus will attack the testicles,
causing infertility.
People traveling outside the
,continental United States must have
certain vactinations, depending on
destination. Public health departments
have the up-id-date information on









C. W. Jones was sworn in last night as
a city councilman by Murray Mayor
Holmes Ellis. Jones succeeds Frank
Lancaster who resigned from the citx
governing body.
The Jean Green Service Station has
won second place in the contest in a
fourteen county Western Kentucky
area as sponsored by the Kentucky
Petroleum Council.
Retina Senter of Murray has been
named by Governor Edward T.
Breathitt as a member of the
Governor's Planning Committee for the
Development of Libraries in Kentucky.
Frankie Haneline, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Haneline, has signed a
basketball grant-in-aid at Lubbock
Christian College, Lubbock, Texas.
The G. C. Willoughby family of
Huntsville, Ala., were "guests of the
month" of the Murray Lions Club last
night at a local motel. This is a special
summer promotion of the Murray Club.
20 Years Ago
Pictured today is the student body of
1900 at Spring Creek School. The
picture belongs to Corla Robinson of
Fullerton, Calif., and was submitted by
Robert Crouse of Murray Route Two.
Luther Robertson was presented with
a pin for twenty-two years of. unbroken
attendance by the Murray Rotary Club.
, Gary Hargis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Hargis, ranked first in the District
4-H Tractor Driving contest at
Princeton on August 21.
Miss Alice Waters who resides on
North Sixth Street, Murray, and served
as a missionary to China for forty-three
years, will observe her 89th birthdaymn
August 26.
Martha Ann Maupin, daughter of
Mrs. Luvean Maupin; was married
WiWe Jackson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Legal Jackson, on August 3 at the
Hardin Methodist Parsonage.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Dee Osborn on August
11.
30 Years Ago
I Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott have
' 'acquired the drug business, located at
Fourth and Main Streets, Jones Drug
Company, formerly owned and
operated by the late Robert Duck
,Jones.
Prentice Lassiter, superintendent of
Calloway County Schools, said that the
five county high schools at Almo, Hazel,
Kirksey, Lynn Grove, and New Concord
will open on September 1, and that
Faxon Elementary' will open on
October 6.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lena
Short Robinson, age 78.
Ray Treon, superintendent of the
Calloway County Fair Association.
announced that George M. -Harris,
Carrollton, will again judge the Jerseys
at the fair here September 17, 18, mid
19. < --
Births reported include a boy, James
Wade, to Mr. and Mrs. James R
Copeland
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Aug. 25, the 237th
day of 1977. There are 128 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1944, in World War
Two, Allied troops liberated Paris.
On this date:
In 1689, Iroquois Indians attacked
Montreal and killed its 200 inhabitants.
In 1718, French immigrants founded
New Orleans.
In 1883, a volcanic eruption in the
Dutch East Indies created tidal waves
that took about 36,000 lives.
In 1921, the World War One peace
treaty between the United States and
Germany was signed in Berlin.
In 1941, British and Soviet troops
invaded Iran in the Second World War
In 1965, a massive avalanche roared
down from a glacier in_ the Swiss Alps.
burying 103 people at a hydroelectric
construction projeet.
One year ago: French Prime
Minister Jacques Chirac resigned. and
Raymond Barre was named to the post
Today's birthdays: Alabama
Governor George Wallace is 58 Nears
old. Composer and conductor 1A,onard
Bernstein is 59.
Thought for today: "There is nifrthIng
either good or bad, but thinking tilakw,
it so." — Shakesiwarc,
1616,
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Wants to Beg Off
Her Bare Invitation
By Abigail Van Buren
'• ,ttuneN Y
4 DEAR ABBY: I met a very nice woman a few months
:4, ago and we started going away together on weekends.
Now she tells me she belongs to-a nudist club and she's
trying to talk me into going along with her to a nudey
_ retreat.
, J honestly don't think I could do anything like that, but I
don't want her to think I'm chicken. Any suggestlirns?
BILL
DEAR BILL: Tell her you're afraid it will be, the end of
your relationshiwif you see too much of each other.
DEAR ABBY: Our 21-year-old son recently married his
high school teacher, who is 39. These two had been
. secretly seeing each other for three years. She was
married and had two children, but because she fell in love
with our son, she got a divorce.
All this•was done behind our backs. We didn't know a
thing about it until they had been married for nearly a
montl.!
Now that they are mantied, they want,us to forget the
• past and accept them.
We love our son but find it difficult to forget the deceit
and coyerup thl, went oil during the courtship.
how should we act now that they are married?
HURT PARENTS
DEAR HURT: Accept his wife and say nothing about
the past. What was, was.
DEAR ABBY: There are so many people in their 60s
who are alone and lonely for companionship, and I know
w hy
I am a man nearly 65. I'm retired and on Social Security.
I own an old car and work a few hours to keep it running.
For the past two years, I've been teying to find a lady to
go steady with, but I've given up. I can't afford it.
I've met a lot of women my age, and they are
wonderful company. But the trouble is. ti...y all expect a
man to take them out a couple of nights a week, wine them
and dine them, go to drive-in movies, and for drives and
lunches.
One of them said. "My company should be worth that
much.- Well, how about MY company?
I wouldn't expect a woman to share car expenses, but if
we both have about the same incomes and know how to
stretch a dollar, we could have a wonderful time if we
shar -CI expenses, Neither one of us is a prize package
anyin•-ire. Why act like it?
LONESOME IN L.A.
DEAR LONESOME: You'd be surprised how many
lonely women in their 60s would buy the deal you propose.
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Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
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aVAII abie at our low discount prices
FiatcPORTRAIT -OF GRANDPARENTS
COW" 31 11111%1.9
Specials Good We Reserve The Right To Limit Ouantities
1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 7534681 Aug. 25 Thru Aug. 31 WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS 8-7 Mon.-Than.8-8 Fri.-Sat.
Show Boat 14' 2 oz
PORK &
BEANS 4/89c
Rosedale ' or slices




DUMPLINGS ,r 4 ;02 49
Pet Coffee
CREAMER 22or 99C








SW4t5 3 ozPOTTED MEAT2/35'
Shasta Diet
DRINKS 12 oz 6/99e-0
ApeKroft
FRENCH DRESSING nff 
'PRODUCE
LEMONS Doz




BANANAS lb 17Golden 
Ripe
Every One Wins
At Owen Food Mkt.
































Mr Coffee 50 ct 'COFFEE FILTERS 49
Hyde Pork
FOIL
99' Hl 011-011 1






Save I 22 
2 












Kraft 32 oz 'MIRACLE WHIP 99
Libby
CATSUP 14 °z 3/T°
Hawaiian - A/I Flavors
PUNCH 46 oz 
49c
Swifts Premium
PREM 1 2oz 99'
Ronco Egg"
NOODLES















BEST EATS IN TOWN
Extra Lean Armour T T
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Your Individual e- 7x.
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Not much astral help here. In
general, it would be better to
stick to routine matters.
Perhaps, too, to take a little
time to make some long-range
plans.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Good offerings indicated.
Stress your competence and do
dot hesitate to accept another's
Idea if practical. Creative
FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 21, 1177
pursuits favored.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Your fine mind pnd keen
perception should assist you in
even the most difficult of en-
deavors. If you don't stray off
course, you can REALLY
achieve now.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231
Mixed planetary influences.
Be careful not to speak out of
Rum, and don't press too for-
cibly for what you want when a
few well-chosen words could do
the trick.
LEO









chimney kit, firescreen and
ashguard: Fully. insulated
fireplace can touch walls.
Decorative chimney kit for













opens and closes air intake
damper automatically.
Burns logs up to 24-inches
long.
Chimney kits also reduced
Shipping, installation extra
• Sears has a credit plan to suit most esery need
• Prices are Catalog prices • Now on sale
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
Southside Shopping
Center
Convenient ' Shop Sears
catalog By pryone 753.2m p SEARS, ROEBUCK MAD I t)
Sears
You would make a big
mistake if you lose control of
emotions or become overly
aggressive now. Take all
situations in stride and
problems will resolve them-
selves.
VIRGO 
NVt-tk( Aug. 24 to Sept 231
Watch trends; be guided by
your innate sense of
thoroughness and real needs.
Don't let "outsiders" sway
decisions, but do heed counsel
from the trustworthy.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
Be careful of the way in which
you make your moves, whom
you include in your plans.
Wrongs decisions could break
your success pattern.
SCORPIO'
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rrt'f'
You may encounter what
seems to be undue opposition.
Take whatever steps are
necessary to overcome it, but do
not mistake honest discussion
for hostility.
SAGITTARIUS 4140
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Jupiter, favorable, now
promises increasing gains. But
some minor situations may
have to be ironed out before you
go ahead with long-range
projects.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Generous influences now
stimulate your initiative and
ambitions. Gains indicated
through new enterprises,
properly handled dealings with
superiors, others in authority.
AQUARIUS 12.1:
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
An auspicious period. If you
cooperate smartly, you can
make up for lost time and break




(Feb. 20 tojA.ar. 20) )(1.
Plan your Schedule so as to
allow for handling, not only
 ntials, but some unexpected
new activities. Be realistic, too,
and do not confuse wishful
thinking with "inspiration."
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a magnetic
personality, unusual artistry
and excellent judgment; are
also idealistic, intellectually
inclined and remarkably in-
tuitive. If attracted to writing as
a profession, by all means train
yourself for such a career, since
you could be outstanding in the
field. If you can overcome your
tendency to be overly critical
with those under your super-
vision, you would also make an
excellent teacher. Other fields
suited to your talents: the law,
music, chemistry, statesman-
ship, science.
Vance Meets With Hua Today
PEKING (AP)
Communist party Chairman
Hua Kuo-feng held a last-
minute meeting with
Secretary of State Cyrus R.
Vance today, presumably to
tell him that if diplomatic
relations are to be established
between the United States and
China, Washington has got to
make concessions by cutting
its ties with Taiwan.
Meeting a high-ranking
member of the Carter
Administration for the first
time, Mao Tse-tung's
successor said both President
Carter and Vance had stated
"explicitly- that they would
be guided by the 1972 Shanghai
Communique, which
recognized Taiwan as an
'THE FICKLE PICKLE
- LOMBARD, Ill. ( AP — Hard
water makes soft pickles, ac-
cording to researchers at the
Water Quality Association.
They report that the calcium
and other minerals in hard wa-
ter interfere with the fermenta-
tion and pickling process. Soft
or softened water, on the other
hand, they explain, produces
crisp, hard pickles.












CMIRPOW. Cal era CI ere inaeasis et Cagier Treats Ca
)We'll drain your swamp. or build you a pond Clea a 
woods or build
you a road Grade your land or ter/Ace it to stop e 
3
sion Fill a gully
or build you an irrigation ditch Anything to make 
our land easier
to farm. more productive in yield We re an 
experienced Land Development
Contractor and use Caterpillar-built equipment. s
old and serviced .
by Whayne Supply Co And we can handle your 
earth problems for a lot
less money than you probably think Its your best deal 
for greater farming
profits all the way around Give us a call We'll move
 the earth for you'
EARTH MOVERS
integral part of China and
promised progressively closer
ties between Peking and
Washington.
"We appreciate that," said
Hua.
The Chinese leader said he
understood Vance considered
his visit "an exploratory one."
"We also think it's good for
the new administration to
send someone here to explore
China and to get to know the
leaders of China," Hua said.
Vance's meeting with Hua
followed four negotiating
sessions with Foreign
Minister Huang Hua and a
discussion and dinner
Wednesday with Vice Premier
Teng tisik*-5ii`.41-1---rane of
China's three top leaders.
The secretary of state, in a
dinner toast to his Chinese
host, said the United States
"looks forward to the
movement forward of the
relations of our two nations."
He said his talks had been
candid, "useful and helpful."
And he assured the Chinese
that the Carter Ad-
ministration is committed
to the 1972 Shanghai
Communique signed by
President Nixon and Premier
Chou En-lai which pledged the
two countries to move closer
together. "We believe this
visit to Peking is an important
step toward progress along










A Perfect Gift For Self, a Friend, or Relative. Send




Your old color TV will never
be worth more than it is
right now. No matter
what shape it's in, you
can get BIG $$$ in trade
on a new
RCA ColorTrak.
Getting the color right
is what RCA ColorTrak
is all about
• Advanced system electronically tracks and
adjusts the TV signal before it becomes a picture
on your screen.
• .Automatic Color Control and Fleshtone Correction
system holds,fleshtones arid other colors to the
settings you select—even when TV signal varies or
you change channels.
• Automatic Contrast/Color Tzgc.king lets you adjust
contrast. color and brightness with one control
instead of three
• Automatic Light Sensor adjusts picture for
changes in room light.
• RCA Super AccuF-ilter picture tube has tinted
phosphors to help keep colors vivid, even in bright
room light
Model G89400A shown here








for your old color TV iregardless
of age. make or condition) toward
the purchase of any of these new 25'
diagonal RCA ColorTrak models








for your old color TV (regardless of
age, make or condition) toward the
purchase of any of these new 25' diagonal
RCA ColorTrak models G8720R, 724R
725R, 728R 830. 835 836. 838, 840 935DA
936DA 9380A 9400A
TRADE ALLOWANCE
for your old color TV (regardless
of age, make or cc:tor:talon) toward the
purchase of any of these new 25
diagonal RCA Coloiirak models
F8528. 530R. G8702- 704, 705. 701






Route 1, Box 34
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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An important part of every production is the stage crew. The group is
responsible for props, building sets, lighting and many of the various
behind-the-scenes operations. Dean Hainsworth (left) and Bryan Bartlett,
two of the busy crew's members, are changing sets during the community
theatre's production of "Trim Sawyer." • 
,
Junior Membership Officers, (left to right), Mark Austin, president Talise
Harrington, treasurer, and Bryan Bartlett, vice-president, planned the suc-
cessful junior membership drive. The kickoff for the drive was held this
week.at a party in the Max Hurt Reading Garden at the public library. In ad-
dition to this party, the plans indude field trips to the Nashville Children's
Theatre and special educational programs to help introduce young people
swnsis'-specific area of fine arts.
During its short eight month history, over 1500 people have seen produc-
tions presented by the community theatre. Here Gary Brockway is playing
the guitar and Joe Jackson is at the piano as they entertain one of the over-
flow crowds. This show was played off the side of the old freight depot in
June during the summer theatre program.
This Is What Community Theatre Is All About! 1
Mary Bartlett, (right) chairman of the membership committee, welcomes
Lochie 0. Christopher as a new member of the community theatre. Mrs.
Bartlett organized the "Roar of the Grease Paint" party held at Oakhurst
which kicked off the membership drive.
sow
Mark Etherton is directing students who participated
in tbe introduction to threatre workshop. This was an
educational program designed to acquaint young
people with some of the basic areas of creative




The Community Theatre of Murray and Calloway,s
County has a short bin very uhique history. COM-
munity Theatre was created to expand the op-
portunities for children to learn about and perform in
theatre in our area.
This was a problem that had long been recognized.
However, through the limited exposure and in-
volvement initiated by various educational institutions,
it was felt that an organized effort should be made to
expan4the theatrical program in Calloway County.
Beginning in January 1977, the Community Theatre
caught the imagination of the local townspeople with
its plans to establish a civic theatre program, with its
first production of the classic children's tale, "An-
drocles and the Lion."
The response was such that the adult population ex-
pressed, an interest. To satisfy this ,interest, a dinner
theatre was planned and produced in March.
The success of this show layed the foundation for the
recent and successful summer theatre program which
included: theitre oriented classes for the youth of
Calloway County, three major productions,
"Stouthearted," a dinner theatre, "Curse You jack
Dalton," and "Tom Sawyer."
At present, the Community Theatre has received a
matching funds incentive grant from the Kentucky Arts
• Commission. This grant will enablems to continue our
steady progress toward advancing cultural develop-
', mentc,in,..the Jackson Purchase atwa‘ - .
• • ' ‘(4111146,.,
The publicity committee keeps very busy publicizing the various func-
tions of the theatre group. Through the local news meda, the publicity
committee has attempted to inform the entire community of the purpose
of the theatre' program which includes: educational programs for the
young people in the area, major productions for the entertainment of the
whole family and enhancing the fine arts in the Purchase Area Develop-
ment District. Left to right are,,Wacv Harrington, committee chairman,
Johnny Cannon and Jennie B. Gordon, researching the group's files for an
upcoming feature story.
Through the cooperation and suppOrt of city and
county officials, the community theatre was
established. Clockwise from top left, Margaret Porter is
receiving a check from County Judge Robert 0. Miller
presenting a membership card to Circuit Court Clerk
Francis Shea; and giving County Attorney Sid Easley his
first copy of the "Callboard," the official publication or
the community theatre. Bettye Baker is accepting a
donation from City Councilman, Dr. Melvin Henles
and Mayor John Ed Scott became a sponsoring mem-
ber with his contribution being accepted by Peggy
Brown (center) and Lynn Houston.
MEMBERSHIP....
John Hart (right) explains the design of the theatre's lighting panel to
(from left) Ann Spann, Loretta jobs and Libby Hart. This panel was presen-
ted to the theatre group by Mrs. Spann and Mrs. Jobs on behalf of the Tau
Phi Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of the World. This gift will be mat-
ched by the Kentucky Arts Commission as will all donations received by
the community theatre during the membership drive.
We'd like you to know more about our theatre and, if you have the interest and time, we invite yoli to become an ac-
tive member. Please fill out this form and mail it to:
COMMUNITY THEATRE
P.O. Box 952
















I am interested in: - Junior Membership, Active Membership, Sponsoring MemberShip. The following are Stan-










Richard Valentine's puppet show is always a deligh'
for children of all ages. Valentine frequently performs
at the public library "Story Hour." This Friday evening
at 7:30 Valentine will present a free public per-





The world's longest running musical.
November
"STORY THEATRE"
-A fabled fantasy of fun for the family.
December
"LET IT SNOW"















Classes for both,young people and adults






















Texas and Boston spent
more than eight hours at
Fenway Park Wednesday
night. The Rangers got a rain-
delayed doubleheader sweep
out of the evening; all the Red
Sox got was wet.
"Just a wasted evening,"
said Boston Manager Don
Zimmer after his Red Sox
dropped their eighth
consecutive game and fell into
a tie with Baltimore for
second place in the American
League East. The Rangers
defeated Boston 3.4 and 6-3 in
the twi-nighter, which was
delayed two hours and 22
minutes in the opener. ...-
Gaylord Perry and Adrian
Devine combined to stifle the
Red Sox in the opener,
surrendering just three hits.
Jim Sundberg's bloop double
provided the only run Texas
needed.
In the nightcap, Jim Mason
slammed his first homer since
the 1976 World Series, when he
was with the Yankees, for the
winning .run. It was only the





\ HARDWARE ---7, Improvementft
Are nih. ploce asth
the Helpful Hardware Man "
Sale
PRE-PAINTED ALUMINUM GUTTERS 6'
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-homered in the contest as
Texas moved into secoSd
place in the AL West. two
games behind pace-setting
Kansas City and .001 ahead of
third-place Minnesota.
Elsewhere in the American
League, Baltimore outscored
Chicago 10-5, New York
demolished Minnesota- 11-1
and Kansas City outlasted
Milwaukee 4-3 in 15 innings.
Cleveland and California split
a twi-nighter, the Indians
'winning the opener 5-3 and
California winning the
nightcap, 5-2; Torento swept a
pair from Seattle, 7-0 and 9-3,
and Oakland took two from
Detroit, 3-1 and 6-5 in 10
innings.
Orioles 10, White Sox 5
Doug Decinces and Lee May
each had three hits as
Baltimore topped Chicago.
The Orioles pounded White
Sox' pitching for 19 hits, 14 off
starter Steve Stone, 13-9.
"It looked like a rookie
league game to me," said
Baltimore shortstop Mark
Belanger, whose third-inning
error led to a Chicago run.
Yankees 11, Twins 1
A 62-minute rain delay in the
first inning may have been
Minnesota's undoing. After
scoring a run in the top of the
inning, the Twins saw Mickey
Rivers double and Reggie
Jackson walk for the Yankees
before the rain halted play.
When the game resumed, Pete
Redfern immediately
surrendered Chris Chambliss'
15th homer and the rout was
on.
Roy White, Bucky Dent and
Mickey Rivers also slammed
home runs for New York,
which stretched its first-place
Eastern Division lead to two
.games. Catfish Hunter, 9-7,
hurled a four-hitter for his
third straight victory.
Royals 4, Brewer! 3
15 innings
John Wathan doubled home
John Mayberry with the tie-
breaking run, then scored
what proved to be the winner
on Amos Otis'- single as
Kansas City took its eighth
straight game, lengthening its
AL West lead to two games.
Doug Bird, 10-4, hurled 52-3
innings of one-hit relief,
striking out seven, to earn the
victory.
Indians 5-2, Angels 3-5
Cleveland beat Nolan Ryan
in the opener, spoiling his
attempt to become the AL's
first 18-game winner. Jerry
Remy's fifth-inning error on
Rico Carty's grounder allowed
the winning run to score.
Ryan, 17-12, fanned 10, the
102nd time in his career he has
struck out at least 10 men in a
game.
In the nightcap, Remy
knocked in three runs to
provide much of the Angels'
offense.
Blue Jays 7-9, Mariners 0-3
'Rookie Jerry Garvin hurled
a six-hitter in the opener for
his first major league shutout
and his ninth complete game.
Hector .Torres' three-run
homer and solo blasts by Ron
Fairly and Doug Rader
provided the offense.
Torres' knocked in three
more runs in the nightcap and
Jesse Jefferson hurled a six-
hit complete gene.
Miss Ford To Serve
PALM SPRINGS, Calif.
(AP) — Susan Ford, daughter
of former President Gerald R.
FISRT; will serve as honorary
chairman of the 9250,000
women's tennis tournament to
Ipe played Nov. 1-6 at Mission
Hills . Country Club.
tournament officials said.
Miss Ford will present the
trophy to the winner of the




Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Cc*
753-6434
•
A's 3-4, Tigers 1-5
Vida Blue pitched a four-
hitter and struck out seven in
leading Oakland to its first-
game triumph. Jerry Tabb hit
his fourth homer of the year to
support Blue, 12-15, who
outpitched Detroit rookie
standout Dave Rozema, 14-5.-
Oakland completed the
sweep as Mitchell Page scored
from second bate on .a 10th-




In Shop, Spraying of Yord Furniture - Shutters - Etc -
Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
No Job Too Large or Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES
Dial 73-0839 or 753-5287
CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.
406 Sunbury Circle, Murray
ache thaek
CI3 SALE






40 CH. MOBILE CB
Film star Charles Napier
modulated a Realistic CB in a
recent Paramount movie. Says
Chuck, "Love those new 40's,
mine in particular."
sAAJEL.CH
CUT 60" REALISTIC R BUILDS THE QUALITY,RADIO SHACK BREAKS THE PRICE!
TRC-452 gives you 1978 engineering and 40
channels at the price of an obsolete 1976
Brand-X "23". Puts you on top of road, traffic
and Weather conditions, and in touch with fam-
ily, friends and other drivers. RE gain, illuminat-
ed S/RF meter and channel selector, LED mod-
ulation indicator. Backed by 17 years of CB
leadership. You can be SURE . .if it's Realistic.
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Use car CB as a base unit
or car stereo tape player at
home! Regulated 138
volts Operates most
12V-14V DC equipment on










Trunker. " Improves signal pat-










By E M Corder
from a movie 208
pages' 681047
Reg. 1" Value
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Olympic Store Hours
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Hrabosky Happier Now That Face Decoration Returning
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
St. Louis reliever Al
Hrabosky believes his
strength lies in his facial
decoration.
"I feel t omfortable and
happy with myself,"
Hrabosky said Wednesday.
And that can only mean bad
news for opposing batters.
With his beard, Hrabosky
was one of the .National
League's top relievers, the
feared "Mad Hungarian."
Then he was instructed to
shave.
"Before ( he was allowed to
grow his beard back;, I was a
miserable person," Hrabosky
said. "Baseball was a job.
There was no fun.
•' Now I'm getting happier
and happier."
Hrabosky came on in the
eighth inning for starter John
Urrea and got the final four
outs as the Cardinals edged
the San Francisco Giants 3-2.
In other NL games
Wednesday, Los Angeles
nipped Pittsburgh 2-1 in 10
innings, Atlanta edged
Chicago 4-3, Cincinnati
bombed New York 11-4
and Houston defeated
Philadelphia 3-1.
Urrea, a rookie, gave up just
four hits before Hrabosky
came on in the eighth. But the
St. Louis hitters didn't get that
many hits off Giants' starter
Ed Halicki.
Halicki was touched for
three hits in the first inning,
including consecutive triples
by Jerry Mumphrey and
Garry Templeton. But the
If your ttedit cards
turn on you, turn to us.
It's so easy to charge more than you
pay off. Your balances get fatter by the
month. Before you know it, interest
charges get heavy.
our credit cards have turned on you.
Lending money is our business.
Our only business. So you can turn to
us for a neat, clean credit card consoli-
dation loan.
You know going in how much yofll
pay every month. And how much yo
pay altogether. So you can budget fo it.
Then you're controlling your finAnces,
instead of vice-versa.
And you've tamed the ferocious
credit card.
- --
Amount Monthly Months - Total Of
Financed Payment To Pay Pa) menu
$2,500 I$ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.1- 6 17.80%
APR'
$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
$5,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%
- $7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
•Annual-Percentage Rate





10MFve got your 1ID
, Up to SZ50a
1977 &win*?
The AMC Gremlin is
powered by a lightweight





The first wide small car
thats designed for oc-
- cupant comfort and con-
venience. Pacer is the
only small car that dares
compare room with the
intermediates.
Cardinals scored the eventual
winning run in the fourth
without getting a hit as Mike
Anderson walked, stole
second, moved to third on an
infield out and scored on a
wild pitch.
Astros 3, Phillies 1
Joe Niekro's five-hitter was
backed by Enos Cabell, who
drove in a pair of runs with a




streak and ended the Phillies
six-game winning string.
Reds 11, Men; 4
Home runs by Joe Morgan
and George Foster powered
Cincinnati over New York.
Dave Concepcion chipped in
with four of the Reds' 15 hits
Doug Capilla, 6-5, recorded his
third career victory over the
Mets without a loss.
Cincinnati bombed Jon
Matlack, 6-15, for four runs in
the first inning and shelled
turn from the mound in the
fifth with a six-run outburst.
Braves 4, Cubs 3
Jeff Burroughs scampered
home from third base on a
force play to give Atlanta its
victory over Chicago.
Burroughs led off the eighth
inning with a single, was
balked to second, moved to
third on a single and tallied
when the Cubs failed to pull off
a double play on Junior
Moore's grounder to short.
Reliever Don Collins, 3-9,
got the victory.
Dodgers 2, Pirates 1
Lee Lacy scored on Reggie
Smith's single with two Outs in
the 10th inning to lead Los
Angeles over Pittsburgh.
Smith also scored the
Dodgers' first run with a solo
homer in the third inning.
Lacy was walked by
reliever Bruce Gossage, stole
second and went to third on an
infield single before Smith
ended the game.
Father And Son In Competition
For U.S. Harness Racing Title
By WILL GREVLSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Peter Haughton was just 16
the first time he ever beat his
well-known father in a harness
race and he was 19 when he
edged Bill Haughton in a
$100,000 classic at Montreal.
-The first time was at a
county fair in Troy, Pa., and
Dad, who was just checking
out an untested filly, seemed
quite pleased with me," young
Peter recalls. "But in that
.$100,b00 race, he had one of the
best mares in the business,
Handle With Care, and when I
edged hun out he looked as if
he was in a state of shock.
-you see, that was taking
money out of the old man's
pocket."
Yanking money out of his
father's pocket has become




Daily 11 DC I 30, 3:30, 7:30
Ito 11:00 Sump Vie admits, $1.50 Children
KENLAKE STATE PARKS NEWEST ATTRACTION!
standard-breds in the
Hambletonian but, with Green
Speed ineligible, the father
probably will shift to Hay
Good, at Lexington.
The Kentucky Futurity is
the only Triple Crown prize
which has escaped the elder
Haughton, who has won two
Hambletonians and three
Yonkers in a remarkable
career that has seen him pile
up more than 4,000 driving
victories with prize money
amounting to $24.5 million.
For this glaring' gap in his
29-yeat racing career, he can
blame his son, Peter.
"Dad was going for the
Triple Crown with Steve
Lobell," the younger
Haughton related. "I had a
pacer named Quick Pay. It
was a very satisfying win for
me but a disappointment, I'm
sure, for Dad. He hates to lose
- even to me. That's what
makes him great."
The sports world has
produced various father and
son combinations, the most
notable perhaps being the
hockey playing Howes (papa
Gordie and sons Mark and




NY $5000 OVER INVOICE:. 
1977Pacer Wagon
A distinctive mid-size car








with as much room and
versitility as most families
need.
challenging the nation's top
harness' racing driver for
honors and gold.
"There's a chance this year
that we will become the first
father and son combination to
win more than $1 million each
in prize money," Peter said.
"The big showdown is coming
up in the Triple Crown races,
starting with the $250,000
Yonkers Trot Saturday."
Peter will be driving Cold
Comfort and his father will be
handling a trotter named
Green Speed in the first of the
Triple Crown series which
also includes the historic
$270,000 Hambletonian Sept. 3
and the Kentucky Futurity at
Lexington Oct. 7.
They will drive the samtkrabout broke even. I have won
six in which the stakes were
$100,000 OP higher."
At the Syracuse State Fair
last week, Peter drove Cold
Comfort to a nose victory over
Green Speed, driven by his
father, who said, "I should
have won, I had the better
horse."
England) but none where
competition can be as close
and as fierce as in the
Haughton family.
Peter, a slim, tow-haired
replica of his leathery dad,
insists that he never was
driven into harness racing. He
chose the profession through
exposure and immediate love.
"Dad insisted I go to
college," he said. "He never
twisted my arm. He never
upbraided me for a bad race
- and, heaven knows, I've
had my Share - and he never
tried to alibi when I was lucky
enough to beat him.
"In our personal rivalry, I
suppose we have had a dozen
races against each other and
Sports Deals
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
• American League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX -
Placed Jack Kucek, pitcher,
,on the injured list. Recalled
Silvio Martinez, pitcher, from
Iowa of the American
Association.
OAKLAND A's - Sold Jim
Umbarger, pitcher, to the
Texas Rangers for an






GREEN BAY PACKERS -
Waived Gerald Tinker, wide






- Released Walter Johnson,
defensive tackle. Added
Donnie Green, offensive















Signed John Billips, forward.
PHILADELPHIA 76ERS -
Signed Teko Wynder, guard.
COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE
DAME - Named Dan Nee
assistant basketball coach.
YACHTING
NEWPORT, R.I. - For the
third consecutive day,
weather forced cancellation of
racing in the America's Cup
final defense trials between
Courageous and Enterprise.
Sverige of Sweden and the
favor for Australia begin their
best-of-seven challenger final
















Texas 34, Boston 0-3
Baltimore 10, Chicago 5
New York 11, Minnesota 1
Cleveland 5-2, California 3-5
Kansas City 4, Milwaukee 3,
15 innings
Oakland 3-6, Detroit 1-5, 2nd
game 10 innings
Toronto 7-9, Seattle 0-3
Thursday's Games
Texas (Alexander 13-7) at
Boston ( Tiant 8-8), (n)
Chicago (Kravec 74) at Bal-
timore (May 13-12), (n)
Minnesota 8(Zahn 11-10) at
New York (Tidrow 8-4), (n)
Kansas City (Splittorff 10-6)




Minnesota at Boston, (n)
Kansas City at Baltimore, (n)
Oakland at Toronto, (n)
Seattle at Cleveland, (n)
Texas at New York, (n)
California at Detroit, (n)
Milwaukee at Chicago, (n)
National League
East
W L Pct. GB
Phila 78 46 .629 -
Pitts 72 55 .567 71/2
S Louis 71 55 .563 8
Chicago 69 55 .556 9
Montreal 59 67 .468 20







Baseball At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Americas League
East
W L Pet. GB
N York 74 51 .592
Boston 71 52 .577 2
Bait 71 52 .577 2
Detroit 59 66 .472 15
Cleve 58 68 .460 161/2
Milwkee 56 75 .427 21












S Fran .453 18
SanDiego .434 201/2
Atlanta 44 81 .352 301/2
Wednesday's Results
Los Angeles 2, Pittsburgh 1,
10 innings
Atlanta 4, Chicago 3
Cincinnati 11, New York 4
Houston 3, Philadelphia 1
St. Louis 3, San Francisco 2
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Los Angeles (Rau 13-3) at
Pittsburgh (Candelaria 13-4)
Chicago (Bonham 10-10) at
Atlanta (Capra 2-10), (n)
New York (Swan 8-7) at Cin-
cinnati (Norman 11-10), (n)
San Francisco (Montefusco 6-
9) at St. Louis (Rasmussen 9-
11 ), (n)
Philadelphia (Kaat 6-7) at
Houston (Larson 14), ( n )
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
New York at Atlanta, ( n)
Philadelphia at Cincinnati,
(n)
Montreal at Houston, (n)
Pittsburgh at San Diego, (n)
St. Louis at Los Angeles, (n)





ATLANTA (AP) - Veteran
forward Tim Ecclestone has
reached a contract agreement
with the Atlanta Flames, the
National Hockey League team
announced Wednesday.
Ecclestone, who had been a
free agent since June, will
begin his Ilth season in the
NHL this fall.
Ecclestone has scored 28
goals since he came to the
Flames in 1974.
The Flames open their
training camp Sept. 19.
GARAGES
Twin-Lakes Homes & Garages
"We Urge You To Compare"
Any Kind-Anywhere-Anytime
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Upstart , Pitt provided a
different look on college
football's national
championship throne last
year. But most of the teams
directly behind the Panthers
were familiar names in such
races and many of them have
designs on the 1977 title.
For instance, Southern
California and Michigan,
which finished 2-3 behind Pitt
In last year's Associated Press
ratings, generally are
considered the teams to beat
in the Pacific-8 and Big Ten
Conferences, respectively.
Oklahoma, the national
champion in 1974 and 1975 and
a ' strong-closing fifth last
season, LI the heavy favorite
in the rugged Big Eight
Conference. The experts say
Alabama will return to the top
of the Southeastern
Conference after a one-year
absence and the .same is
expected for Arizona State in
the Western Athletic
Conference, while Maryland
has become an almost
automatic choice in the
Atlantic Coast Conference.
The Southwest Conference,
having ended years of
domination by Texas, appears
to be another three-team
scramble among last year's
contenders - Houston, Texas
Tech and Texas AIM.
Among the indenendents,
much of the preseason
sentiment belongs to Notre
Dame, although Pitt could
change that by beating The
Fighting Irish in the opening
game, just like a year ago.
Tony Dorsett, who became
college football's all-time
rushing king while leading
Pitt to the national
championship, is gone, along
with 10 other starters, both
kicking specialists and Coach
of the Year Johnny Majors,
who, having lifted Pitt from
rags to riches, now will try to
bring his alma meter,:
Tennessee, back to national
prominence.
Majors' successor is Jackie
Sherrill, Pitt's former
assistant head coach, who
spent last season as head
coach at Washington State.
With Dorsett gone, Sherrill
will allow quarterback Matt
Cavanaugh to throw more to
such talented receivers as
Gordon Jones and Willie
Taylor.
Pitt will be challenged by
Penn State in the East,
provided the Nittany Lions get
past their opener against
Rutgers, whose 18-game
winning streak is the longest
In the country. Yale is the
preseason favorite in the Ivy
League.
In the SEC, Alabama likely
will be challenged by Florida,
which never has won the
conference championship;
defending champion Georgia;
Mississippi State, coming off
two years probation, and
Kentucky, going on two years
probation.
Alabama must rebuild its
defensive line, but a high-
powered offense featuring
quarterbacks Jack O'Ftear
and Jeff Rutledge, receiver
Ozzie Newsome and running
backs Johnny Davis and Tony
Nathan, may overcome any
defensive deficiencies.
Maryland has a record
string of 20 ACC victories and
there seems to be no end to the
Terrapins' domination. Mark
Menges and Larry Dick could
be the best 1-2 quarterback
punch in the nation. North
Carolisr probably will be the
No. 1 challenger.
Appalachian State is a solid
choice in the Southern
Conference, while South
Carolina, East Carolina and
Memphis State should be the
strongest Southern
independents.
In the Midwest, the annual
Michigan-Ohio State
showdown is expected to
decide the Big Ten race, as
usual. Although Michigan has
a few defensive holes to fill,
the Wolverines boast perhaps
the premier offensive line in
the country, a veteran
quarterback in Rick Leach
and outstanding runners in
Harlan Huckleby and Russell
Davis.
The big news is that Ohio
State Coach Woody Hayes,
who adores pile-driving
fullbacks, is switching to a
pony backfield with relative
lightweights Jeff Logan and
Ron Springs as the chief ball
carriers. The Buckeyes also
have eight returning starters
on defense.
Ih the Midlands, Oklahofna
will field the fastesebackfield
In its history. rterback
Lott, ha ck
'
Peacock and fullback Kenny
King all do the 40 in 4.4
seconds, while the other
halfback in the explosive
Wishbone, heralded
sophomore Billy Sims, lags
behind at a mire 4.5. Despite
all the speed, the Sooners'
season depends on how well
nose guard Reggie Kinlaw and
linebacker Daryl Hunt
recover from knee injuries.
Almost everyone except
Kansas and Kansas State -
and that means Colorado,
Iowa State, Missouri,
Nebraska and Oklahoma State
- can be considered a Big
Eight contender. Oklahoma
State has one of the nation's
top runners in Terry Miller,
who gained 1,546 yards during
the regular season and added
173 in the Tangerine Bowl last
year.
Notre Dame has its entire
defensive unit back and the
Irish are booming- end Ross
Browner as their top Heisman
Trophy candidate. If he wins
it, Browner would be only the
third lineman in history and
the first since Leon Hart,
another Notre Dame end, did
it in 1949.
However, the Irish will have
to overcome the loss of Al
Hunter, the only 1,000-yard
rusher in the school's history,
who was suspended for a
violation of dormitory rules.
Western Michigan, Ohio
University, Bowling Green
and Kent State hope to unseat
Ball State in the
American Conference, while
Tulsa and West Texas State
are getting plenty of support 
in the Missouri Valley
Conference.
Houston and Texas Tech
tied for the Southwest
Conference crown a year ago,
but Texas A&M may pass
them. All three clubs have top-
notch quarterbacks - Tech's
Rodney Allison, Houston's
Danny Davis, A&M's David
Walker.
klut all eyes in the SWC will
be on Texas and Arkansas,
where long-time, ultra-
successful Coaches Darrell
Royal and Frank Broyles have
stepped down. Fred Akers at
Texas and Lou Holtz at
Arkansas have been entrusted
with trying to get their teams
back to ..the top, where they
spent so many years.
In the Southland
Conference, McNeese State is
favored to repeat, with a
strong challenge from
Southwestern Louisiana.
In the WAC, Arizona State,
Brigham Young and Colorado
State are making threatening
noises. Arizona State has a
great receiver in John
Jefferson and BYU has a
great passer in Gifford
Neilsen. If they were on the
same team, the choice would
be clear-cut.
Southern Cal's competition
on the West Coast is expected




Sophomore Charles White is
the latest in a string of superb
Southern Cal runners and Rob
Hertel may be the best passer
in the school's history. UCLA,
which had a great recruiting
year, has a top-notch runner of
its own in Theotis Brown and a
rugged defense led by
linebacker Jerry Robinson
and tackle Manu Tuiasosopo.
San Jose State must fight off
a challenge from Long Beach
State in the Pacific . Coast
Athletic Association, while
San Diego State, a former
PCAA member, again could






























































































































































































































Mediterranean White & Gold Fin.





coGUARANTEED"Best Buys" Of The Year.
Fine auality FURNITURE, BEDDING










































































































E INVENTORY . . FINAL MARKDOWNS . . SAVE 'A' 60%!
Reg. 2964 Davis Cabinet
Solid Andiroba- Queen Anne r
7 PC. BEDROOM SUITE
• 10 01 DAESStil •MI111101
• 8A1 1111 IARES •1111118 1 7899
•8 01 CHEST 01E8080110 I







19" COLOR TV (2) $377
1971-Reg 349 95 Stock TERMS' 
89.95 'Capehart' fl Only-4 Pc
COMPONENT STEREO $49
Auto Clinger-2 Speakers & Headphone
Reg. 399.95 Brushed Chrome
"MAGIC CHEF" OVEN$199
I Broiler-Clock Timer-I Ogly
Reg 399.95 AM-FM-FM Mulli-Plex
BAR-STEREOS (2) '2418 Track-4 Speed Changer-TERMS
Reg. 289.95 Deluxe Hotpoint
Reg. '799" White .& Gold
"Stanley"•Triple Dresser
•Twin Mirrors *Hite Stand
•Brass Headboard & Frame
Mediterranean
Styling / PRICE $1nn





BASSETT ANTIQUE PINE FIN
5 Pc. BEDROOM SUITE & NITE STAND $399
62995
VAUGHN DISTRESSED PECAN FIN
6 Pc. SUITET,n'BOARD &MITE STAND. $399
549"
BASSETT DISTRESSED MAPLE FIN





FORREST 018 VENEER -HUTCH MIRROR
5 Pc. SUITE INC. TRIPLE DRESSER $499
699"
VAUGHN DISTRESSED FIN TR DRESSER
6 Pc. SUITE INC. NIGHT STAND '499
9285°











SERTA QUILT TOP FULL or TWIN
2 Pc. OXFORD QUILT COMBINATION $1 18
219"
SPRING AIR -FULL SIZE QUILTED
2 Pc. ULTRA-PEDIC COMBINATION $168
3595°
ENGLANDER VERY FIRM QUILTED
2 Pc. QUEEN-POSTURE MAGIC $255
511395
ENGLANDER TENSION EASE- FIRM
3 Pc. KING-FOAM-REGAL BODYGUARD
,
'399





WOOIRT OC 41:1 Fill 8 EST7 18 S! i. 34 Ci Ef";





14811. 1414PS 3 WAY SWITCHCHROME FRAME WHITE violFOLDING LOUNGE CHAIRSEIRON1E1011( fill 
10101116- 3 STEP




PITTSBURGH PlAlf CLASS ASST 511(5
Ali MON f ACE 4 















CHROME FOAM - WWI 





•1 Dr Double Dresser *Framed Mirror •2 Glove Bakes
queen Poster Bed *Chest •Deck Chest - Reg 52263 TERMS'
Solid Cherry .. Davis Cabinet of Nashville . Fine Quality
7 Pc. "Lillian Russell" BEDROOM SUITE
1,39
Reg. 9,159""Stanley- MEDITERRANEAN STYLING
Pc.pincsArnil BEDROOM SUITE .NOW $69
*Triple Dresser •Twin Mirrors •Chest-On Chest
•Carie Headboard 'Frame 'Night Stand SAVE 5460 90 - TERMS1
Reg. '1,348 "Bassett" OAK & OAK VENEER .. Fine Quality
5 PC. BEDROOM "GORSOTUAPIIII6 SUITE SAVE
• 68 Wide Dresser wiramed Tilt Mirror $549 $79









ALL BEDDING REDUCED 20% to 40% NOW' 15995
ELECTRIC DRYER
1 White-1 Harvest Go TERMS' $225 30"VENT HOODS Vented orDnctles
Reg 249 95 Harvest Gold CE. 
2 S:ELEZIFIAN $
ALL COLORS ag WHITE Compare at 49 95 5995BUILT-IN OVEN $125Clock Timer - 1 Duly - TERMS'
Paducah 14...
4.0011- 4trejrsour.:": ,1110,4p.m14.-41:17
!,- - • 04.--
4.
219 BROADWAY ... FREE DELIVERY SERVICE





M-FM -FM STEREO RADIO
UTO. 8 TRACK TAPE PLAYER $241 BUDGET
AUTO 4 SPEED CHANGER TERMS!
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Bears To Meet Browns Tonight;
Phipps To Battle Former Mates
By MIKE HARRIS • .
AP Sports Writer




between the Chicago Bears
and Cleveland Browns is what
•
James Parker
can offer you the best
deal you can find
*NEW CARS • TRUCKS .USED CARS • TRUCKS
See us before you trade or lease
PARKER FORD
701 Main 753-5273
12th and Olive 753-9383
NOTICE




quarterback says he doesn't
care, but it will be interesting
to see what his
"homecoming" will be like
after seven years of a love-
hatch relationship with the
Cleveland fans.
The Bears, 3-1, and the
Browns, 1-2, are preparing for
the regular season. Phipps,
who will play the first three
quarters against his ex-
teammates, says that is all
that is on his mind.
"I'm really going to enjoy
this," he said. hope I do
well, but if I don't, it won't be
the end of the world. It's just
an exhibition game and the
exhibition season has never
been too popular in my mind."
Phipps, traded to the Bears
last winter for two draft
choices, is in a battle foi
Chicago's No. 1 quarterback
Sports In Brief
Wednesday's Sports In Brief
By the Associated Press
BASEBALL
WILLAMSPORT, Pa. — Joe
Ziobrowski drilled a two-run
double and Bob Schroll hit a
two-run homer, powering the
Carman Little League of
Rotterdam, N.Y., to a 4-1
victory over Youngstown,
Ohio, in opening-round action
at the Little League World
Series.
Li-Teh Little League of
Taiwan was to meet Alberta,
Canada, in the 31st annual
tournament's second game,
which was threatened by rain.
Wrandy Seaburt gave up
two singles and struck out
seven to pick up the victory.
Youngstovrn's run came in the
second inning, when John
Copeland walked and scored,
all the way from first on Vince
Miller's two-out single.
In an earlier consolation
game, Hattiesburg, Miss:,
defeated Torreion Air Force
Base of Madrid, Spain, '10-2.
TRACK & FIELD -
ZURICH, Switzerland —
Olympic champion John
Walker of New Zealand was
upset by West German
Olympian Thomas Wes-
singhage, while an American
relay team clocked the
world's fastest time of the
year — 38.56 seconds — in the
400 meters at an international
track and field meet.
Wessinghage was mown in
3 minutes, 37.37 seconds, four-
hundredths of a second better
than Walker.
The American team of Bill
Collins, Steve Riddick,
Clifford Wiley and Steve
Williams as less than a one-
half second off the world mark




SOFIA, Bulgaria — The U.S.
men's basketball team
defeated Brazil 103-81 for its
sixth straight victory at the
World University Games.
Freeman Williams of
Portland State was the U.S.
team's top scorer with 19
points.
American swimmers got off
to a strong start in the opening
events of the aquatic
activities, collecting three of
the five gold medals.
All Co-Op Stockholders





Meeting will be held at
6:30 p. m., Avg. 29
at the Colonial House Smorgasbord
641 North
. ,




job with incumbent Bob
Avellini. It was Avellini's turn
to start in Jack Pardee's
rotation, but the Bears' coach
switched so that Phipps could
get the major share of the
action against his old
teammates.
In Cleveland, Phipps often
was booed lustily by the fans
and blamed for most of the ills
the Browns suffered. The big
raps against him were that he
never approached the
potential he showed at Purdue
add that the Browns. traded
popular receiver Paul
Warfield in order to get a No. 1
draft choice they used to pick
Phipps.
-Truly, I don't think they
(the Browns fans) appreciate
what I've done," Phipps said
this week. "They all seem to
remember the bad things and
not the good. I walked away
with good memories. If they
want to blame me for a couple
of bad years, they can."
Cleveland will start Brian
Sipe at quarterback against
Phipps. Sipe became the
Browns' quarterback after
Phipps suffered a shoulder
separation in the 1976 season
opener.
Cleveland star running back
Greg Pruitt remains sidelined
with a pulled muscle. Starting
in his place will be Eddie
Payton, getting a chance to
match skills against his
uunger brother, Bears star
alter Payton.
l'he elder Payton, bothered
by injuries, said, "I'll play.
I've got to show my little
brother what I can do. And
vi,e've got a whole bus-load of




rec•eiver Gerald Tinker —
zitternOting a comeback from
a knee injury that sidelined
him all last year — was
waived by the Green Bay
Packers.
"Pinker had been acquired on
waivers from Atlanta in 1975.
The Packer also waived
guard Larron Jackson,
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Here's how you Join the Pepsi People...
get your hands on an ice-cold Pepsi-Cola. Anytime
a thirst puts you out of action, Pepsi goes all
the way to get you back in action. Back•to that
•
released veteran defensive
tackle Walter Johnson to









Rexajl Drugs Murray, Ky.
Murray-Calloway Co. Jaycee's
FOUR WHEEL-DRIVE PULL
Calloway Co. Fairgrounds 1411,
Saturday, August 27, 1977 - 7:00
TOTAL PURSE $1650

























, 50 50 50
25 25 25
Twin Lakes Four Wheelers Rules Will Be Used
ENTRY FEE $10.00
Admission ONLY $2.00 Adults
Children Under 6 FREE
For Further Information Coated Gory Crass 753-2863
Registration time S p.m. — 6:30 p.m. Saturday, August 27, 1977
feelin. free feelin' that lets Pepsi People get a little
more out of living.
Grab yourself a Pepsi ...grab or -for a friend.






















•: 1 Aoccasin 3 Form4 Chief• 4 Suspends
9 Soft food 5 Perform
12 The self 6 Idea7 Open space13 French for in forest-school-
• 14 Inlet 8 Withered9 Rapid15 Pale Production• 16 Essence 
• 17 Unusual of new part
s
10 Succor18 Novelty Ii Cushion20 Standard of 19 Nearperfection 21 At a-22 Garment
h eggs distance• 24 Fis 22 Compass25 Conflagration 
28 Unit of point23 Forcedenergy
29 vast age onward24 Land30 More secure measure31 Protect




































2 Mohammedan Dior by wad axiom






































































3 Bedrooms, 20 Acres
This lovely 3 bedroom home on Hwy. 94-E is
located on 20 acres with an exit miles o
n
Faxon Road. Has clean-up shop, pole barn and
pond. About 10 acres tendable. Family room wit
h
fireplace. Newly decorated. Mid 30's.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
/01 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
Member of Multiple Listings
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409
Jack Persall, 753-8961 Prentice Dunn, 753-5725
T.C. Collie, 753-5122 Ray Reeves, 753-2437
Peanuts
ALL RIGHT HERE'S THE
GROOM! LOHEIZE'5 THE
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Agency. Write to: Box
644, Milan, TN 38358.









Lest Side of (*Uri Sewers
THE ANSWER to any
question you may have,
the solution to all
problems are found in
the pages of Gods' in-
spired word, The Holy
Bible. Jesus says in
Matthew 6-33, "But seek
ye first the kingdom of
God, and his
righteousness: and all
these things shall be
added unto you." For
further inforamtion

























bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft7118 South 12th.
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear , en-
trance.
3 Card Of Thanks
5 Lost And found
sAsof BLUE Tick coon
dog. Near Bloodriver
Baptist Church. Call 436-
2639.
LOST, STRAYED or







wanted. Send resume to
Box 32N, Murray.
IICE CREAM Counter
worker. 5 p.m. to 12










• Eureka, South Dakota
57437.
THE FAMILY of Mrs.
Verba Paschall wish to
express their deep
appreciation to Dr. -
Hugh Houston, the
second floor nurses, Dr.
Wade Darby, Miller
Funeral Home, to all
who sent flowers and
food or did any deed of
kindness during the




day and night shift.




Company. Must live in
or near Murray. Age
between 23 and 30. Apply













Apply - in person'. No
phone calls.
BOOKKEEPER Needed.












Personal interview only. Must





between 4:30 and 10 p.m.
THE PADUCAH Sun
Democrat is looking for









Call Betty at 1, and B
Cafe, 753-9465 for in-
terView. .
OOK NEEDED for day
shift Apply in'person at
Ky. Fried Chicken, 1113
- Sycamore. •
SOMEONE TO help with
- elderly lady and do light






but not required. Ap-





Olen Mills Studio needs
several persons for pert
time telephone work
from Nome or office.
$2.30 per hour. Sae
Mrs. Smith, Regal
Motel, Room 41 Mon-






from 7 p. m.-11 p.-m. in




for an amusement park
in the Hopkinsville area.





Some 6 per cent interest -






See us for financing
neeisceti reeved by





14. Want To Buy




12 WIDE MOBILE home
in good condition.
Preferably in New..
Concord area. Call 436-
5837.
- OLDER CAR in good
mechanical condition.
Prefer 6 cylinder 4 door.
Call Paris, 1-901-642-
3683.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
USED STORAGE
building. Call 753-4508 or
753-1227.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
•1551.
WE BUY used trIlers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
15 Articles For Sale
OAK AND HICKORY
seasoned tobacco sticks




condition. $45.00. Call 1-
382-2260.
TOBAZCO AND tomato
sticks; 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 es., 15 lb.
, felt $5.00. Plywood as"
, at $900.2 x 4's at' 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x .8
,sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
Styofoani insulation --
and 1" 4 x sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stat-..s at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
s, 8 sheets for $3.75 to
6.00. Fiberglass at 12
uents to 27 cents per .-
ft for • een houses.'
patios, carports. 9iir-
tine for average trailer





Box 88 Martin, Trt" 38237,-
15 Articles for Sir •
APPLES. Floyd
McKenzie. Call 753-4725.
USED GAS STOVE and
heater. $5Q. Call 753-
686$.
BIG JACK antenna with
pole. $30. Call 7534428,
after 6 p.m.
BIRCH BOOKSHELVES
and cabinets. Van line
packing boxes. Call 759-
1156.
SEARS TRASH com-




beds, tables. Call 753-
1303.
LUMP OR EGG coal •
delivered. Calf or write





sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
TWO BEDROOM suites,
and 2 three drawer
chests, one 4 drawer
chest, sewing machine,
2 buffets. Call 753-8127.
TREAT RUGS right,
-they'll Le 'a delight if,
- cleaned' with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift .Shop." •
WOOD FRAME couch
and matching chair, $40.'
Queen size velvet,
covered headboard, 630.
Folding bed frame, $25.
Call 753-3720.
. STEREO CONSOLE with:
radio, tape and record
player. Excellent
condition. $75. Also
Cadillac hitch, $10. 8
channel Realistic Hi-Lo
scanner, $100. Call 436%
2516.
FUEL OIL furnace,
blower and tank. Ex-
cellent condition. Cheap.
Call 753-3835.
CANON EX camera, 50
mm, 35 mm wide angle
and 75 mm telephoto













1 - G.E. Pottscrubber
Dishwasher, avacado.
$15.00 per month WAC.
For information call 753-
E1595.
1 - TAPPAN Microwave
Oven with defrost, $15.00










$300. Maple flax wheel,
$100. Dropleaf gateleg





after 5 p.m. or Satur-
days. 753-8333.
Alit COMPRESSOR,
portable, 1 eat Old. $75.
Call 436-2294
500 -CHMIC BOOKS far




ponent set with AM-FM
stereo radio, 8 track
tape and record
changer. $9 00 per,.
ini•nth WAC_ For ih-
' formation call 7534)596..
-
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S)OD USED house
doors, panel and smooth
type and heavy glass
with locks and hinges.
$450 to $800. We have 1
heavy commercial
aluminum double door,
....and 3 single with
closers. Commodes, $20
complete, lavatories
$3.50 to $8.50. Medicine
cabinets heaNry, $6.50.
Translucent plate glass
size 30" x 36" $5.00 each.
Storm windows, $9.00
up. Screens all sizes,
cheap. Double sash
windows, $2.25. Dinette
tables,- $8.50 to $16.00.
Small wood tables, $4.50.
We have 500 hard back.
'Books this sale 50 cents -
each. Florescent light
fixtures 4 foot 4 tubes,
$10 each. Best, steel
folding chairs, $3.50.
School desk chairs, nice
$3.50. Come brouse
around, you will find
most anything in our
store. Open mornings




suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and . amp.
Electric welder, 50 amp
and miscellaneous
items. Call 753-8127.
KING SIZE mattress and
springs. $50. Five years
old. Call 753-5995.01*Q
p.m. „
• NEW BRAND NAME 5
. piece solid oak bedroom
suite. Call 753-6435.
ELECTROLUX SALES3'




white T V.. $60.




• • CENTER. House of
Thousands in Fox
Meadows, South 16th.
• 209 Colors of Pater-
nayan needlepoint
.;
yarns, 9 cents strand or
$1.70 ounce (of one
color). 129 colors Elsa
Williams crewel em-
broidery yarns. Corn-....
plete color line of
Columbia Minerva 4 ply
yarns, Hardanger and
Aida cloth for counted
thread embroidery.
Three types linen on
'bolts. Complete line
latch hook rug patterns
and' yarns. Kits and
complete line of ac-
cessories -for each
needle art or needle
work: 15 per cent
discount for senior
citizens. Time: Monday
thru Saturdays 10 a. m.
to 9 p. m., Sundays 1-9.
19 Farm Equipment
55 JOHN DEERE com-
bine. Cab robot and
chopper. 235 corn head.
Papec 870 grinder-
mixer. Call 489-2462.
ONE SET of Massey
Ferguson 3 bottom 12













corn header No. 227. 1968
International 2 ton With
grain bed and hoist.
Good condition. Call 492-
8877.
101 INTERNATIONAL
Combine with corn and




14! FT. STEURY bass
boat. 1975 70 h. p.
Johnson. 2 fuel tanks, 2
batteries, Motor Guide
1
trolling motor and tilt
(.
trailer. $1990. Call 436-
5427.
BE1.KNAP 20 gauge
pump gun, 28" barrel,
modified choke, used
one season. One single
shot 22 Winchester rifle.






boat, trailer 60 horse
Johnson motor, 2
trolling motors. Depth
finder. 2.1800. Call 753-
- 7595.
19 Farm Equipment
300 MF combine. Spike
tooth, R and C tires, has
combined 300 acres. Call
1-5 5 4-4 0 9 4 'nights,
Paducah, Ky.
15' BOAT, 28 h.p. motor,
new trailer, $450. Call
753-0946 or 7534821.
14 FT. fiberglass tri-hull
with 18 h.p. Evinrude
and trailer. Can be seen
-at Murray Bait Co.,
phone 753-5693..
OLD ANTIQUE gun case.
Call 753-0946 or 753-8821.
28 FOOT CHRIS CRAF1
cabin cruiser, complete






Also hardware sails and
accessories. Ky. Lake


















organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across






Avoid Costly Mom. Repotrs
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Ness emend end 'wrote./ over JO
years. Ds net Sir en, unfree, esti ph
E. finished.










finish. $2200. Call 753-
) 9458:
Come See Our New Store!
Factory Surplus - Name brand merchandise.
Paris, Tennessee, 204 N. Brewer Street. Drapes
and rods, sheers, bedspreads, all sizes, blankets,
, all sizes, bed pillows, throw pillows.




Ingredients: 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, living TOOT, dining
room, rec room in basement. Garnish with large sun deck
and 2 car carport and lei stand in the center of
magnificent lot. For extra Measure top off with large trees





Loretta Jobs- 751-6079 114 Payne - 753-9794
Helen Spann - 75)-8579 leen& lanes - 753-6666
24 Miscellaneous
FOUR 10 x 15 mud tires
and chrome rims, 6 lug
• Chevrolet. Call 753-7865
or 753-5913.
UNFINISHED large oak.
icebox, $135. Six ft.
.'poplar bed with mat-
ching dresser, $140.
Poplar wig dresser, $95.






CLOS .13UT Sale. 1 - 4,000
BTU G.E. air con-
ditioner. $10.40 per
month or, $125. For in-
formation call 753-0595.
1 - G. E. Electric store,




1 - G.E. 19" Color T.V.,
Townhouse series, in-
cludes T.V. stand. $15.00
per month WAC. For
information call 753-
0595.
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 52 MOBILE hotne.
$5,000 or $1500 and take
over payments. Call 759-
1039.




MOVING MUST SELL 12
' x 56 mobile home built-
in ,. stove, oven,
refrigerator. Carpet and
central air. Great shape.
, Call before 4 p.m. 753-
6659.
1970 65 x 12 Modern Age.
mobile home, un-,
furnished. 100 x 50 ft. lot
with tin utility building.
Two miles East of
Murray. $8,000. Call 753-
8086 after-4 p.m.
12 x 60 BUCANEER
nnobileinune. 2 bedroom..
partially furnished, 10 x
10 frame storage
building. Extra clean,
gas furnace and tank.




sisting of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or 753-0614 nights.
31 Want To Rent
COUPLE WANTS to rent
house in country. Call
753-7804 after 5 p. m.
WANTED HOUSE to rent
or lease. Near New
Concord. Couple with 2
children 10 and 2 years
old. Write to Box 32P,
Murray..
COUPLE WANTS to rent
house in town or within
10 miles of Murray. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-6947.
BURLEY BARN,
responsible farmer. Call
753-9773 after 6 p.m.
WANT TO RENT or lease
4 or 5 bedroom house.
Preferably within city
school zone. Call 753-





34. Houses For Rent
NICE TWO bedroom
house on North 16th.
Furnished or un-
furnished. Available
Sept. 1. Couples or 2.






required. Call after 7
p.m. 436-5459.
HOUSE AND TRAILER,





FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including,
washer and dryer to
stay: Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.




16th Street. Call 753-
38.55.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
.tent, at Rivicra Courts.
-Call 753-3280 • , 6
-
GRAIN FED beef, choice
sides from 225 to 350 lbs.
at .80 lb. Processing
paid, also a few grain
fed beef cows at .65 a lb.
Call 753-6567.
RACKING MARE - Red
Sorrell, blaze face,
stiwking legs, gentle for
anyone to ride.•(Would
consider trade-for heavy
type work mare.) Call
436-2336 after 6 p.m.
AQHA QUARTER horse





AKC registered reds and
blacks. Raised with







ready to go. Call 901-648-
5774 after 5 p. m.
AKC 9 month old English











family pet $150.00 to the
right person. Call 436-




wormed. $10 each. Call
435-4294 after*5.
AKC ALASKAN
Malamute, 10 month old
male puppy. Show







males - 1 female. $100
each. Call 436-2336 after
6 p.m.
AKC REGISTERED
Dachshund, 7 weeks old,
male. $65. Call 7534706 •
Supplies










GARAGE SALE. Mon y
29th, 8 a.m.-8 p.m. 506
South 9th Street, Lots of
clothes, all sizes chea-p.
Odds and ends. If
raining will be following
Monday. •
AUCTION SALE every
Saturday 7 p in Bring
consignments 'or will





YARD SALE, Saturday 9-





Main Street. Friday 7-5.
Junior clothes. size 7-9.
Ladies size 12 T-shirts,
childrens shoes, plat-
'form rocker, new quilt
top, sewing patterns,








Saturday. August 26 and







way 121 Cherry Corner.





furniture. 121 South at
Cherry Corner.
41 Pot,'




August 27. 8:30 a.m. till
? 505442 South 8th.




Saturday 8 a.m. to 2
p.m. 823 N. 19th. Dish-






52042 Broad. August 26
and 27.
YARD SALE, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at
318 N. 7th from 9-4.
Three party.





YARD SALE 4 party, 708







Friday August 26, and
Saturday Aug. 27. 8
.a.m.-? Also Book Sale.
YARD SALE Saturday,
Aug. 27, 8 a.m. til ?
Metal cabinete; clothes
all sizes, toys, games,





No sale before 9 am.
Oak bed, stemmed
crystal, wood stove,
much more! 1607 Far-
mer.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday from 7-7. Two
party. Nick-nacks,
Avon, clothing, all sizes.
59 Riviera Ct.
YARD SALE, Saturday
and Sunday. Four miles
South of Uncle Jeffs on
641. Electric typewriter,
tape player, clothing,




Luxurious 4 bedroom, 2
bath home in excellent
neighborhood. Central
gas heat, central
electric air, den with
fireplace, LARGE
bedrooms, abundant
closets, gas grill on
patio, well landscaped
lawn with lots of
TREES. Priced in the
40's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
NEAR THE UNIVER-
SITY - The price is right
and so is the location,
close to the university on
quiet residential street.
Four bedrooms and ;
baths with lots of living
area. Fenced backyard
and living room with
fireplace are some of the
extra features. Priced in
the 20's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, or come by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main Street.
**STARWARS
JUST ARRIVED
T-Shirts, Posters and Transfers. Also Albums,
incense ,fish nets, beaded curtains, new and Used
books.
FANTASY ISLE









Just listed this economic
and comfortable 2
bedroom brick home on
large lot 6 miles west of
Murray. Solid con-
struction, hardwood
floors, low utility bills
and a very neat home






South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651
LOVE TREES? Then you
will love this beautiful 4
bedroom home with 3k,2





garage, 4 miles from
city limits on blacktop.
Has carpet, kitchen with
built-ins. What more is
there? 'Shown by Ap-
pointment only. $65,000.
Guy Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.
4 3 R C3 Estate
REDUCED TO $12,500
about 6 'acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98.acres near lake, road
on two sides. Good
developing property or
cleared for farm use.
Galloway Realtor, 505
Main, Phone 753-5842.
NEED A good tree for
squirrel hunting? We
have it. Claimed to be
the best hunting area
around. Included with
the tree are ap-
proximately 11 wOoded
acres plus 1 tendable
acre. All for $325 per
acre. Call today for
inside information.
Loretta Jobs Realtors -
753-1491
CUTE BUNGALOW -
located only •1  block






garden area. This is an
unequalled housing
opportunity so better act
fast! Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222. We are working
hard to provide the best





Saturday, Burnt 77, 19771:30 P.M. at the home of Joann Ward 1/2
ale east of Peryear, Tn. ea fiery. 140 247-3341
1-1969 Ford 3/4 Ton Pick-Up; 1-2 Horse Stock
Trailer; 1-125 Honda; 1-Z50 Honda; 1-350 Honda
Chopper; 1-Rubber Tire Wagon; 1-Case Tractor -
Model VAC; 1-5 Ft. Ford Rotary Mower; 1-1961 VW
Dune Buggy; 1-Ferguson 2-14 Flat Bottom Plow; 1-9
yr. old saddle Horse; 1-3yr. old small quarter Horse
Mare; 1-5 yr. old quarter Horse; 1-Pony; 1-4 yr. old
AQHA Mare by Cowboy Turp-by Poco Turp by
Pocal Bueno Bottom Side Lady Bee-Beeline by King
P234 Started on calf roping and cutting; 1-5 yr. old
mare by Niger Hex by Cowboy H. Roping and cut-
ting mare no papers).
NOISES WILL BE SHOWN WOMIING CATTLE. PUSS A4014 ITEMS
JAMES E. TIAVIS AlKTIOMEEI • tic. 27$
Harry Patterson
Sell Your Home Through
KOPPERUD REALTY
Murray's Fastest Growing Realty
Regena Bagge%1 Geri Andersen George Gallagher Bill Kopperud
1977 has been one of the most active Real Estate sales years ever in Murray and Calloway Coun-
ty, and we anticipate a continued very strong demand and active market into the Fall season.
Due to extremely heavy recent sales, we are in need of New Listings. If you Really want to sell
your home or other property, list With the Action Team at Kopperud Realty. We have buyers
waiting. 1








•• 4 • e
npupuPse's






































44. lots For Sale
TWELFTH STREET
property. This property
is for the person that is
looking to the future.




WE HAVE several pieces
of lake property
available including
some choice water front
lots. Ask to see our
water front lots right on
the lake. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 753-
7531.









'real buy at $32,900. Call
or come by 105 N. 12th,
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 753-8080.
WOULD YOU LIKE to
live in Sunny California.
Owner would like to
trade for acreage of
'equal value in Murray
area or sell for $17,500.
Two bedroom home with
beautiful trees, monthly











NER LOT. 200 ft. on
US 641 and 300 ft.
plus on paved side
road. Will sell all or
port. Priced for fast
sale. Call Stinson
Realty, 753-3744.
44 lots For Sale
LOT 6 S - Rockcastle
Shores - Barkley Lake.
$1800. R. L. Bolding,
Kitchell Ave., Pana, Ill.
62557.
45 Farms For Sale
37 ACRES in beans,
timber, good building
site. Well and on gravel
road. Near Backusburg.
Call Relda Watson, 489-
2238.
35.5 ACRES, all fenced. 30
acres tendable. Three
ponds, 1 stock barn. Six
miles from Murray.
$38,000. Call 753-2280.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom brick, family
room with lots of birch
cabinets, all draperies
included, extra large lot
with garden spot, metal
building, chain link, and
including split rail
fences, city water,
Meadow Green Acres off
Highway 121 South. Call
753-7806.
EXTRA NICE new 4
bedroom house with lots
, of extras. Must see to
appreciate, will con-





Flooral, Nally to oso. Or bey • U-Iloal and arc Cagigas ea
may to assails Id op to 24160 stuniord, but gra roan erg size
seeded. Sbop as rat tame gone to Gatos boa gad bey tie bat








Discounts on all existing in-
ventory.
We'd rather sell it to you at a
lower price than move it.
Dunn Furniture
T.V. 8t Appliance




Sat.-Aug. 27, 1977 1:00 p.m.
(Murray, Ky.
Take Highway 641 South (Hazel Highway) to
MidwaY, turn West approximately 2 miles to
cross roads and turn right to place of sale.
1 A.C. Combine, 74 model, diesel, Hydratactic,
big tires, love bar, heat and air.
1 4 row corn head, used 1 season
1 220 A.C. Tractor with duals, 1042 hours
1 210 A. C. Tractor with 1083 hours
1 185 A. C. Tractor with 9811ours
14-14 Massey Ferguson plow
1 A.C. hard land planter with 8 drills and new
hydralicmarkers
1 Krause 18' disc with new harrow attachment
111' chisel plow--
1 bush hog-6 foot
14 row A.C. rotary hoe
1 one thousand gal. water tank with pump and
„motor
1 pump, saddle tanks and boom spray-complete
1 1963 model GMC Thick with hoist and grain
bed, low mileage
1 1965 model Dodge with hoist and grain bed, low
mileage
1 1974 model Ford with 5826 miles, hoist and
grain bed
1 five hundred gal. fuel tank
Many misc. items and hand tools. '
Terms: Cash on day of sale unless Credit is ap-
proved prior to time of sale.
NOT RESPONSIBLE IN CASE OF ACCIDENT
COL. FRANK NANCE - Auctioneer
Mrs. Stark Erwin - Executrix
Murray, ky. .
502-753-3936
46 Homes For Sale
WELL INSULATED
three bedroom frame
house. Has den, car-
peting, large lot,
workshop. 419 S. 8th
Street. Call 753-4138.
BY OWNER 3 bedroom,
1'2 bath, family room-
kitchen, wall to wall
carpet, 3 walk-in closets,
economical gas central
heat, central air with
thermostatically con-






BY OWNER 3 bedroom
brick on large lot. Five
miles South on 121. Call
753-7708.
7. Motoicrles
TWO MONTH OLD 1975








bike, like new with














1973 HONDA CB 350. Sell
for $350.00. Call 753-6564.
CHOPPED 1970 Triumph
650 Bonneville in great
condition, $650. Topper
for a short tied Datsun
pickup missing the door,
$40. Call 753-0774.
1974 YZ 80 Yamaha. Good
condition. Call 753-2858.
1975 HONDA CL-360. Less
than 1,000 miles. Brand
new bike. $750. Call 753-
9562.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1966 VOLKSWAGEN,
very good condition. No
rust. $525.00 or trade for
van. Call 753-0329.




MUST SELL 1973 Mazda,
1974 Vega station




pickup, Series 110. Good
motor. Uses no oil. Call
436-2389.
1972 CAPRI 2000 CC decor
group, vinyl top. Manual
4 speed transmission.
AM-FM, 8 track. Good
condition. Call 753-6706,
ext. 10.
"YOU'VE BEEN ON VACATION FOR
7AY5 NOW SENATOR. VJHEN ARE .1
YOU GOING TO START PUTI:ERING?
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 VOLKSWAGEN
Type III Squareback,
fuel injected, four speed.
Air conditioned.
Luggage rack, cassette
player. $1200. Call 753-
9298.
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double
oven gas range, $120.
Call 753-5206.





197-3 NOVA automatic, 6
cylinder, $1250. 1972




short wide bed, 6 -
cylinder, straight shift.
Call 753-2495.
1972 DATSUN 4 door, air,
and 46,000 miles. Call
753-8049.
1969 OPAL, runs good.
$350 or trade. Call 753-.
0946 or 753-8821.
-1971 EL CAMINO triple
black, excellent con-




loaded. See at Murray
Ice Co., calL753-1813 or
436-2444.




brakes. Vinyl top. $1,350.
Call 753-8776 after 4 p.m.
1970 CHEVY IMPALA, 2
door, good condition.
Call 753-8161 between
4:30 and 5:45 on
Saturday morning.
1963 TWO TON Ford V-8 2
speed. With grain sides.
Call 753-6692. 'tifit'
•
MUST SELL, 1962 Chevy,
6 cylinder, 3 speed
chrome rims. Good
tires. New clutch and
brakes. Good running
car. $225.00 firm. Call
753-0974.
FORD 289 Engine, ex-
cellent transmission.
For sale or will trade.
Call 753-7271.
BLACK 1977 GMC short 1968 CAMARO needs
bed pickup. Call 492- work. Call 767-2512
8313. between 5 and 7p. m.
THIRTY DAY NOTIFICATION
PRIOleTO REVIEW ASSUMPTION
Kentucky Peer Review Organization will assume
full review responsibility on 10/3/77 for review of
health care services and items provided in Murray-
Calloway County Hospital located at 803 Poplar
Street in Murray, Kentucky to persons eligible to
receive benefits which may be paid for under the
Medicare, Medicaid, Maternal and Child Health
and Crippled Children's Programs. The Kentucky
Peer Review Organization will assume full review
responsibility pursuant to an agreement with the
Secretary of the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare and the requirements of Title XI, Part
R, of the Social Security Act (42USA1320c et seq.)
and regulations and guidelines thereunder.
A formal pl nd timetable approved by the
Secretary for asumption of review responsibility
by the Kentucky Peer Review Organization are
available for public inspection between the hours of ,
9-4, Monday through Friday, at 4010 Dupont Circle,
Louisville, Kentucky.
QuediOns may be addressed in writing to: Ken-
tucky Peer Review Organization, 4010 Dupont Cir-
cle, Louisville, Ky. 40207.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size





restored. $800. Can be
seen at Mercy Am-
bulance 4th and
Chestnut or call 753-9333.
1972 MERCURY Mon-
terey, 4 door, white with
black vinyl top, double
power and air, 351CID
automatic. Local car.
$1000.00. Call 1-354-6217.
197.1 DEI  TA 88 Olds. Nice
clean car. Phone 753-
5510.




1966 CHEVY 4 door, 327,
low mileage, runs good.





1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering. air, 2 door
hardtop Dark Green.








sleeps 6, very good
condition. Like new
Honda trail bike. Call
435-4521.
POP UP camper 7'
Nimrod, sleeps 8. Stove,
icebox, back porch with
house type door. Call
753-0519.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES 'located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 1/33-0605.
0 Campers
SIX PACK camper 6' x 6',
50 lb. icebox, table,
closet and storage
space, and sleeps 2
comfortably. Fits
Datsun pickup. $375.











Company Inc. Air con-








roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
ELECTRICAL WIRING













steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July










Steam dean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x















muRRA y OHL CERIITIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
One Of Murray's
Better Duplexes
lIns lovely brick has 2 bedrooms on each side.
Central gas heat, central air. Wall to wall car-
pets, drapes, range, refrigerator, washer, dryer
hookups, porches, patio. This duplex is
beautifully landscaped. Call us today and let us
show you this one.
DONALD R 1000 ME SERVICE REM ESTATE FIRM
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
P, • e to sorv•
NIGHTS, WEEKENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L Kennon   036 5616
Chuck Shuffett   753-4560
Patricia Miller   7S3 7550




exterior. Also dry wall








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.













Johnson, P.O. Box 678,
Murray, 753-8025.
M&M Blacktopping, seal
















and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call











by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES at 'Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor




TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate.
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
WILL HAUL LIME or









exterior. By the hour or




aotbal chaos carpets a_
fAstly -
38 pound portable power-
house does all the work
IFFICTIVELY -
cleans, ruues and vacuum
out deep down dirt and




a fraction of the cost
I YOU SAVE UP TO
$25.00 PER ROOM )
Root for gay MAO • art
Bel-Air Decor Store




53. Feed And Seed
HAY Call 753-2400.
54. Free Column
FREE - Beautiful white
spayed female cat. Also
six month old kittens -
one spayed calico and
one solid white male.
Will make lovely pets.
Call 753-3994.
PUPPIES free to good
home. Call 753-0961.
WANTED: A tobacco
farmer to grow 6 acres,
possible more, tobacco.
Good land and good
barns. May also grtnv





Contact W. R. Hoover,
Route 6, Mayfield, Ky.
Phone 247-5464.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
CANTERBURY
Well planned four bedroom home for gracious
living, 21/2 baths, separate dining room, den with
fireplace, deck shaded by many trees. Full walk
out basement with patio, gas heat. Call Purdom
and Thurman 753-4451 for an appointment to see
this lovely home.
Three bedroom home at 1610 Catalina Dr. Large
lot...,Priced in the LOW 20's. Call today and let us
show you a real buy.
A home for living, a grocery and apartment to
use as income and a vacant lot to develop. 350 ft.
of highway frontage on Highway 94E. Let us tell
you about the potential of this package of proper-
ty.
Reduced $7,000. Owner is anxious to sell this
charming two bedroom rock home just a short
distance from town on 641S. The home has many
interesting features. Let us show you. 753-4451.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Pet Ifisisles
733-111.11




*abet litililrane Serum ad awn-Ulan Cowry lard el loam
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Want Ad Sale
The Classified Ad section of the Murray Ledger and Times is
having a sale on classified ads all during the month Of August
1977. The Sale is open to everyone for every section on the
classified page, small reader ads or classified display ads as
long as they meet the following requirements:
-Ads must run three consecutive days
v-No changes will be mode in copy
v- Paid days will run first
-No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration
PA I I Standard Rates On Classified Display
And Classified Ads Will Remain In Effect
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Incomplete
For Miss Gina Poss
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete for Little Miss
Gina Poss who died in a
drowning accident at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Julius
• Sorenson of Dexter Route One
on Wednesday morning.
The little girl, age six, was
visiting in the Sorenson home
, at the time of the accident
which occurred when Gina fell
into a 55 gallon barrell of
water at the end of the porch,
according to local officials.
Her mother is Penny Poss of
Scott Street, Waukesha,
Wisconsin. The body is now at




Final rites for Mrs. Cora
Lee McSwain Jackson will be
held today at four p. m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tn., with the
Rev. it D. Hudson officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Mt. Zion
Cemetery near Puryear, Tn.
Mrs. Jackson, age 89, wife of
James Ernest Jackson, who
died in 1936, died Monday at
7:20 p. m. at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris, Tn.
She was,a retired employee of
the American Can Company,
Maywood, Ill., and a member
of the Puryear Baptist
Church.
Survivors include three
traughttrs, Mrs. Helen Priddy,
Bellwood, Ill., Mrs. Glen
Gamlin, Puryear, In., and
Mrs. Thomas Duncan, Route
Two, Puryear, Tn.; one son,
Bonnie Jackson. East
Brunswick, N. J.; one step
daughter, Mrs. Thelma
Paschall, Tucson. Ariz.; one
sister, Mrs. Mary Rhodes,







Club will sponsor a turkey
shoot on Saturday and Sun-
day, August 27 and 28. in the
field behind the Farmington
school building.
On Saturday the shoot will
start- at twelve noon, and on




The funeral services for Pat
Wicker will be held today at
3:30 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Calvin
Wilkins and the Rev. W. A.
Farmer officiating. Music will
be by Bobbie Burkeen and
Juanita Lee.
Active pallbearers will be
Clyde Hale, Jimmy Wheatley,
Walt Fulkerson, Milton
Outland, Ted McDougal, and
Herman Wicker, all members
of the Steadfast Sunday School
Class of. the Elm Grove
Baptist Church, where Mr.
Wicker was a member. Other
members of the class will
serve as - honorary
pallbearers. Burial will follow
in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Wicker, age 64, died
Tuesday at 7:10 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born December 22,
1912, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late William
Wicker and Mamie Roberts
Wicker. He was a retired
employee of the Murray
Division of the Tappan
Company.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Vermal Wilkerson
Wicker, Murray Route Six, to
whom he was married On July
26, 1947; one daughter, -Mrs.
Dale (Barbara) Barnett,
Murray Route Six; one son,
Gary Wicker, and wife. Betty,
and two grandsons, Michael
and Keith Wicker, Almo Route
One.
STOCK MARKET
Price, of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp . of
Miura), are as follows
Heublein Inc 23% unc
McDonalds Corp 47TO -42
Ponderosa Systems 12%
Kimberly Clark ,,,,,,,, 44% -14
Union Carbide 46% -%
W.R. Grace 28 -4.
Texaco 27% -%
General Elec 53 -Ts
GAF Corp 9% -35





Franklin Mint 9'. unc
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by!. M. Simon Co. are as follows,
Indus. Av.  ).73
Airco   28%





Ford Motor 42 unc
Gen Dynamics . ....... 557. -1%
Gen. Motors 6535 4'2.
Gen. TIre 24% -,4
Goodrich 2444 UT1C
Gulf Oil  26". -42
Pennwalt I  3335 -%
Quaker Oats 21% one
Republic Steel 22% Aii
Singer Mfg. 24% -%
Tappan 9'. •-%
Western Union 19'. unc
Zenith Radio 19% -41
Funeral Is Today
For Rev. Mathis
The funeral for the Rev.
Eura Ai Mathis is being held
today at twa p.m. at the Unity
Cumberlaad. Presbyterian
Church with the Rev. Bert
Owens, Jr., officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
persons from the Session from
Calvary Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. Burial
will follow in the Unity
Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Linn
Funeral Home of Benton
where Masonic rites were
conducted by Alford Lodge at
eight p.m. Wednesday.
Rev. Mathis, age 71, died
Tuesday at 3:15 p.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was a retired
Cumberland Presbyterian
minister and a retired school
teacher.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Beulah Gordon...Mathis;
two sons, Joe Mathis, Murray,
and J. W. Mathis, Columbia,
S.C.; two sisters, Mrs. Gen-
netta Harrison and Mrs.
Grace Hopkins, Hardin Route




Funeral services for Mrs.
Lulia _Frank, mother of Dr:
James H. Frank of Murray,
are being held today at 2:30
p.m. at the chapel of the Jones
Funeral Home, Barlow, with
the Rev. George McKelvy
officiating. -
Great nephews are serving
as pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Barlow
Cemetery.
Mrs. Frank, age 73, died
Tuesday at, 5:05 p.m. .at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of the
Barlow United Methodist
Church, a retired elementary
school teacher in Barlow, and
a member of the Barlow
chapter of the Order of the
-Eastern Star.
She is survived by one son,
Dr. Frank of Murray; three
sisters, Mrs. Margaret Doson
and Mrs. Lucy Tanner of
Barlow and Mr,s. Laura
Stewart of LaCenter; two
grandchildren.
' LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m
356.2, down 0.1.
Below dam 300.6, down 0.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 356.3.
Below dam 304.2, down 1.5.




The most fiendishly seductive new car on the road
today. Easy to maneuver and seductively affordable,
too. Diplomat's a mid-size, inid-price luxury car with
classic, sculptured lines. And a long list of standard
features that will make you reexamine your idea of
what luxury cars are all about. Standard features
that include











Space Saying spare tire.
Jim Fain Motors
810 Sycamore . 753-0632
„,.
Six new members were installed into the Murray Lions
club. They are left to right, ( furies Bell, Robert Putoff,
Mike putland, Eddie Adams Keith Hayes, and Bryan
Thacker.
Presley Often Accidentally
Swallowed Too Many Pills
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
Elvis Presley often swallowed
too many sleeping pills, so,
friends started leaving sugar
pills or vitamins on his




said Presley abused drugs
accidentally, not on purpose.
"...He really didn't have a
drug problem. He had a
medication problem at
times," Nichopoulos said
Wednesday in a copyright
interview in The Commercials
Appeal.
Nichopoulos, who treated
the rock 'n' roll superstar for
11 years, said Presley's
problem with drugs ended
three years ago when the
strict proc,edures were
adopted to prevent him from
taking too much medicine.
"He'd wake up from sleep
and he would take something
and not even remember he
'took it," the doctor said:
Nichopoulos said he did not
believe the 42-year-old
Presley overdosed on drugs at
the time of his death, Aug. 16.
"No, I don't think he had
anything to OD on. He had
taken a couple of sleeping pills
or he was given a couple of
sleeping pills ... The only other
medication he had on hand
was some medication he used
for his colon and medication
that he used for his sinus."
—Elvis . was notorious for
shooting out television
screens, and Nichopoulos once
was struck in the chest by cl
ricocheting bullet. "I had
bugged him about something
and he came out with this little
.22 (caliber) hand pistol and





on Highway 80 between
Hardin and Aurora, will have
a special Founders Day
celebration on Sunday, August
28, according to the church
pastor, the Rev. L. E. Moore.
and the Sunday School
superintendent, Randy Lee
' Sunday School will be at ten
a.m., preaching at eleven
a.m., basket ,lunch at 'noon.
and a gospel singing in the
afternoon. Members and
guests will be wearing old
fashioned bonnets, long
dresses, and button shoes, but
this dress is not necessary for
each person and the public is
urged to attend, according to a
church spokesman.
The church was organized
August 27, 1866, by the late
William Shelton Hatcher who
homesteaded a farm at Ilien r;
the northeastern section of
Cgloway. County. Mr. Hatcher
was buried in 1871 on that
farm which is novitwned by
Randy bee 'of Dexter Route
One. Mr. Hatcher also helped
to organize the Liberty
Cumberland Presbyterian
Chureh, located just off High-
way 94 east of Murray near
Kentucky Lake.
Hog Market
Federal State Market New,
August 25,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hoe MarketReport Includes 8 Buying Station,
Receipts: Act. 545 Eat 400 BatrowsGilts .50 lower Sows steady
US 14 200-230 lbs. . $4475-'45 00 few 45 25US 1-3 200-7401bs 1445(c 75US 2-4 240-280 Its 143 75-44 50US 3-4 390-280 1 te $41 (0-4775Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
US 1-3 300.503 lbs.
US 14 500450 Ibn







A bake sale will b
,
e held
Saturday, August 27 starting
at nine a.m. in front of Roses
Department Store. The sale
will_be sponsored .by , the





The bullet just ricocheted and
stopped at my Chest after it hit
the couch or chair that I was
sitting on."
--Elvis was unhappy In the
•last few „months because he
couldn't work out problems
with his fiancee, Ginger
Alden.
-Elvis loved to have a ...
Well, he liked to be mothered a
lot. He liked for a woman to
mother him a lot. He missed
his mother a lot. He liked to
have somebody to take care of
him 'and somebody to be
around him to talk about these
things. And he just cotffiln't
get this all quite coordinated
with Ginger and this caused
.him a lot of frustration."
—Elvis' daughter, Lisa
Marie, 9, will probably benefit
psychologically in later life
from her father's 'premature
death. "It was hard on his
daughter coming from
California to here and
spending time here and
spending lime there." He said
he believes it is always better
for the child of divorced
parents to stay with mother or
father and not with both.




Judge For Western District
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter has
nominated Circuit Judge Ed
Johnstone of Princeton, Ky.,
as U.S. district judge for the
Western District of Kentucky.
Carter on Wednesday sent
Johnstone's name to the U.S.
Senate for confirmation,
itccording to the White House.
Johnstone was one of five
persons recommended by a
special federal judicial
selection commission.
Johnstone. 55, is circuit
judge for the 56th Judicial
District, made up of Caldwell,
Crittenden, Trig 4 and Lyon
counties.
If confirmed by the Senate,
Johnstone will replace U. S.
District Judge James Gordon,







Howard J. Woods, son' of Mr.
and Mrs. V. L. Woods of Route
1, Murray, Ky., was
graduated from Basic
Steelworkers School.
During the 12-week course
at the Naval Construction
Training , Center, - Port
Hueneme, Calif., students
were introduced to blueprint
reading; sheet- metal layout,
plus electric arc and
oxyacetylene welding. In
practical application periods,
they studied splicing wire and
fiber ropes and rigging of .
blocks and tackle. They also
studied the assembly of rigid
frame structures and pon-
toons; plus bending and
placing reiaforcing steel for
concrete ccilistruction.
Woods ed' the Navy in
March, 1
1976.
'Since the death of Judge
Rhodes Bratcher on July 25,
almost the entire load ox
federal court business in the
western half of the state.has
fallen on U.S. District Judge
Charles Allen, the Western
District's only remaining full-
time judge.
"Gordon, on "senior" status
— or semi-retirement — has
continued to handle the
Louisville school dese-
gregation case- as well as
cases in Owensboro. Allen has
been bogged down with cases
in Louisville, Bowling Green
and Paducah.
Allen said at the end ()MI*
that more than' 1,400 civil
cases were pending in the
Western District.
Johnstone's name was one
of those submitted by a nine-
member nonpartisan federal
judicial selection commission
appointed by Kentucky Sens.
Walter (Dee) Huddleston and
Wendell Ford.
Also on the list were
Reginald Lee Ayers, *
Bowling Green attorney;
Jefferson Circuit Judge
Thomas Austin Ballantine Jr.;
Uhel Overton Barrickman of
Glasgow, a US. conunissioner
and magistrate in the Western
District since 1956, and Billy
Murray Westberry of Marion,
Crittenden County attorney
and president-elect of the
Kentucky Bar Association. ,
The names were submitted
to Ford and Huddleston, who
passed them along to
President Carter in March.
* Special *
Friday, Aug. 26th from 10:30 a.m. til 8
p.m. & Saturday, Aug. 27th from 10:30
a.m. to 2 p.m
All You Can Eat
00°1%White Beans, Cole Slaw, French














Pre-past e pattern sale.
ChnusP from 450 Sherwin-Williams patterns in
Fairview, Fanfare, Traditionals, and Young Ideas
walkovering books. All pre-pasted patterns
are washable, strippable and ready to
• N.„ take home packed in double-rolls.
1Reg. price $5.50 to $16.95 per
single roll.)
Sole ends Sept. 6
sivisfectim
Caveresteal
in the use of these coatings or







to our factory certified house
paint specialists or ask about







4 whole lot more.
4 paint.
A store.
Free *twee* service*, Mester Chopp, ileaMmericerstioisiw oar extegvad credit terms.
JIM stores 447411/4, ewe seer yes.
urray
Southside Shopping Ctr.
753-3321 •
enArAtIl •
0
414 •
•
